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PREFACE
THOSE of my readers who will expect to find in this small Preface.
volume an array of technical data will be disappointed. Much,
if not all, that can be compiled in that line has already been
admirably presented by Mr. Masse in Pewter Plate, by Mr.
Ingleby Wood in his Scottish Pewter Ware, by Mr. Malcolm
Bell in Old Pewter, by Mr. Hilton Price in Old Base Metal Spoons ,
and by others; and it would occupy but a leaflet now to
contain all that has been discovered on the subject since the
publication of those volumes.
The main object of these short essays is to dissipate the
popular belief that the pewterer's art was essentially bourgeois. It has long been the accepted impression that whatever
existed in English pewter was necessarily of the most ordinary
character. This idea I shared with others, and it has only been
dislodged by the unexpected discoveries that have fallen to
my lot during the last few years. Surprises, domestic and
ecclesiastic, have met me on all sides: specimens undreamed
of but in precious metal, yet so distinguished in composition
and workmanship that they might well have been the outcome
of the silversmith's art. True it is, they were but occasional
pieces, revealing themselves at intervals, but each" apparition "
silenced more and more emphatically the old belief that pewter
iX
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was synonymous with vulgar art. Many of these unexpected
discoveries have suggested the occasional practice among silversmiths of expelimenting in pewter, and until the discovery
of the pewterer's touch, one was tempted to believe that the
worker in gold and silver had practised on the baser but more
responsive metal. In certain pieces, bearing no marks, a
naIve attempt at engraving seemed to indicate either a masterhand accommodating itself to the limitations of the pewterer's
art or the pewterer himself adventuring in the domain of
precious metal ornamentation. But in the best pieces I have
not found any uncertainty of line, proportion or composition.
They were invariably distinguished, often of quaint personality,
and possessed of that freedom of drawing which is the life of
inanimate things.
Another object in compiling this little volume has
been to awaken in the budding lover of pewter a personal
interest in the vanished art, to introduce to him the habit of
discovering the personality of each specimen, and so to ensure
him the living companionship of possessions that would otherwise remain for ever lifeless. There is no work of art, however
humble, that does not contain the ego of him who created it.
Why should not the usage of centuries contribute, in addition,
a certain patina of personality from each successive owner?
In each piece: the history of the artist in its composition;
the uses it has served and satisfied; its journeys through life;
its changes of domicile; the appreciation, care, favour, it has
aroused; and if at the end it be somewhat scarred, attenuated
by over-work-the pathos of its vicissitudes, the marvel of its
fragile but determined vitality! Surely, here is a matter
sufficient to supply the spark of life, to invest these inanimate
pieces with almost a living personality, to make of them, in
their years of deserved leisure, intelligent companions to the
artist or antiquarian.
:x

On the subject itself, there is nothing new, it would seem, Preface.
to communicate, nothing new to discover, unless it be some
Rosetta Stone that would establish the chronology of The
Pewterer's touches. All additions to the present knowledge
of the pewterer's art and history must lie in the discovery of
scattered and unknown specimens. Photography alone will
have the last word, and it will be its province to chronicle the
advent of each new piece, to gather them together in successive
progression, and, by means of illustration, to mal{e of each
individual owner of pewter possessor, so to speak, of the
nation's entire collection.
There was no intention originally of combining these short
essays in book-form, and I have only decided to do so now in
answer to repeated requests from strangers and friends. A
/ certain reiteration of facts, changes of opinion, unavoidable
in random papers extending over a period of years, will no
doubt inform the reader of their appearance at disconnected
times, but will, I trust, not mar their progressive relation.
I have preferred to leave them as they appeared originally,
not to disturb whatever physiognomy they may individually
have possessed . If they but serve to stimulate a genuine
interest in the vanished art, and so prolong what may now be
but a passing craze for the humble ware, I 'will be amply repaid
for the work and research these little papers represent. In
the matter of personal opinion, of conjectures formed when
records failed, if my own point of view meet with that opposition
which concerns itself with facts and not fancy, I am prepared
to welcome any discoveries that will correct what may be
misapprehensions on my part.
I am indebted to my friend Oliver Baker, Esq., of Stratfordon-Avon, for valuable help in compiling this little volume;
and to A. B. Yeates, Esq., for certain details in my paper on
spoons. In order not to repeat my own name. I have thought
Xl
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it advisable not to ascribe any ownership to those pieces among
the illustrations which form a part of my collection. The
omission will locate for the reader the specimens in question.
The dates attached to the illustrations are those indicated
by the marks, where that has been possible. Where there is
no "punch," or where the mark fails through indistinctness,
an approximate date is given, and this has in each case been
arrived at by the style and period which the piece represents.

Xif
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CHAPTER I
OLD PEWTER
P ERHAPS the most important result 0 1 Mr. Masse's admirable Old Pewter.
exhibition of pewter at Clifford s Inn Hall (I 904) has been to
bring together collectors. connoisseurs of the art and metal,
hitherto scattered and unknown. The combination of their
respective specimens, the collection and interchange of their
individual information. gleaned in many cases from personal
and informal sources, cannot fail to effect a valuable addition
to the knowledge of a subject hitherto singularly meagre and
conjectural. The beneficial effect of such an achievement
is obvious. And the moment was particularly opportune.
Coming soon after the publication of " Pewter Plate," a volume
which made authoritative what before was largely problematical, and added information, technical and historical ,
generally unknown or ignored, the exhibition proved not only
an amplified illustration of Mr. Masse's admirable treatise,
but extended the subject to new and unexpected limits. The
taste for pewter, and the demand created by the growing taste
of the past few years, has received at last an impetus which
must result in the discovery and preservation of what remains
of this interesting but fast-disappearing ware. Had this
movement, to which Mr. Masse has now set the proper pace,
I

lDid Pewter. only come a few years earlier, much that has heen lost or

ruthlessly destroyed would still be, happily, in existence. The
regret that this has not been the case reminds me of a remark
recently made to me by a local tinsmith. "I wish I had known,
sir," said he, "that you were interested in pewter. Years
ago I bought the whole of Lady - --'s big service; over
two hundred pieces; all marked with the family coat-of-arms."
"What became of it ? " I asked, eagerly. "I sold it at so
much a pound; sent it to Bristol to be melted up for tinning
fish -hooks. "
During the intervening years this man had remarked
t he collector's demand for pewter, had grown to understand
the metal from a vaguely artistic standpoint, had repented,
and, retrospecting to the time when he had vandalised unpunished, described to me with regret the detail of interesting
pieces-matchless, perhaps, to-day-which ha~ impressed him
at the time as only so much metal for the melting-pot .
Fish-hooks! And we, lovers of the metal , who had fed weekly
on Bristol fish baited with crested pewter ! That any of it
has been preserved is, in a measure, due to the habit among
older generations of clinging to what was familiar or ancestral.
As these conservative principles disappeared in later, more
utilitaTian times, the present craze has come as an arresting
influence to prevent what threatened to be a rapid and total
pxtinction of the ancient art and metal.
There were other causes as well , legitimate in themselves,
for the disuse of pewter, such as the gradual and progressive
appeal of earthenware, porcelain, glass, Britannia-ware, etc.
In consequence of these changes, the master's pewter was ultimately degraded to the servants' hall, there to impress itself
by armorial importance into use among the domestics. Later,
when the thrill of feeding from crested vessels lost its particular
spice, and the labour-saving mediums of earthenware, porcelain
2

and glass, in lower grades recommended themselves to the Old Pewter.
"serving-confraternity," the pewter service was relegated to
the ornamentation of kitchen walls, shelves and oaken dressers.
For a brief period it may have reappeared in the banquetinghall during the troubled times when family silver was seized,
sold, or melted, to coin support for Royal needs, and precious
pieces were copied in the baser metal to represent the vanished
treasures. These, we are asked to believe, were placed on
buffet, cupboard or banqueting-table to take the place of the
old silver. As copies, they must have lacked interest and
originality; and, coming at a time when pewter had lost its
place in the domestic household, there was no reason to expect
from them a revival of the time-honoured art .
From kitchen wall and dresser the garnishes found their
way in time to the storeroom. As an ornament in the kitchen
they required special attention, special polish, and time was
needed for lighter cares! Out of sight, out of mind, they passed
into the hands of unscrupulous domestics, who, to meet their
growing needs, or, perhaps to prevent the dimming of their
future by further polish-baited their master's fish with crested
pewter!
Of large services there are comparatively few remaining.
Whatever the causes of their disappearance, whether the indifference or the needs of impoverished, masters or the dishonesty of pampered servants, it is well to remember that it
is not reasonable to preserve in quantity what has by the usual
development of time lost its practical use. And this is
particularly the case with metals or materials base of quality
-and undistinguished by artistic ornamentation. Sentiment
is not able to cope with the ruthless march of civilisation, and
to Art alone is left the task of rescuing those individual specimens
which represent in themselves either works of beauty or of
antiquarian interest. A pronf of this is to be found in the
3

Old Pewter. survival to our own day of a great remnant of the furniture

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, all contemporaneous with the pewter plate of the same periods, which has
in bulk now disappeared. That these numerous specimens
have survived is due not only to the fact of thei.r intrinsic
beauty 'and to a soundness of workmanship which ensured
for them a ripe old age, but to a pract'ical utility in the first
instance which maintained for them the advantages of
uninterrupted use.
If, therefore, pewter has lost its usefulness, and its only
remaining mission is to serve for purposes of decoration, I
cannot but feel that because of its special nature it demands
special surroundings. Silver, satinwood, porcelain, mahoganyall are effective in drawing-room, boudoir, or galleried hall.
On the contrary, pewter, a metal, modest of origin and use,
devoid of pretension or ornament, is never so well placed as in
the hall-kitchen or dining-room of some Elizabethan farm or
manor-house.
There, on dresser, cupboard, or oaken dado,
relieving the sombreness of rafter or panelled wall, reflecting
the warm light of ingle-nook logs, it seems placidly at home,
rescued ."l.t last from the outer world of modernity and extravagance which has little care for the unobtrusive or the humble.
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CHAPTER II
PEWTER CHURCH-PLATE
ECCLESIASTICAL PEWTER is a subject interesting not only Pewter
because of its special nature, but for the reason that it repre- Churcbsents one of the earliest uses of the metal in England. This is plate.
not in itself extraordinary, for to the religious orders we owe
not only many of the nascent impulses of art and literature,
but much that ensured their maintenance and development.
The preservation also of what already existed during the
precarious times when internal strife put an end to artistic
endeavour, and waged war not only on men but upon the output
of their peaceful and inspired moments, is likewise a debt we
owe to the religious communities. What is equally remarkable
is the fact that the earliest sacramental pieces, the sepulchral
chalices of the thirteenth century, found in the tombs of bishops
and priests, furnish some of the finest examples of the pewterer's
art. Dignity of line, beauty of composition, the special boast
which English pewter can safely maintain against the claims
of Continental productions, remarkable for their elaborate
ornamentation-here we have them in their purest form. I
take one example, a chalice and paten discovered in the tomb
of Gilbert de Swinfield, Chancellor of the Choir of Hereford
Cathedral (1297). Unaided by moulding or ornament of any
5
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plate.

kind, it stands a thing of beauty, an example of what proportion
and the dignity of inspired simplicity can achieve in a work of
art. As will be seen, the height of the stem, the circling knop,
the shallow spreading bowl, follow the lines of the silver chalice
of the same period. Indeed, at all times, but more particularly
after the beginning of the seventeenth century, most of the
English ecclesiastical pewter follows, at a humble distance, the
shapes and fashions of the contemporary silver church-plate.
Except for reasons of extreme poverty, and during the times
when silver-plate was looted to meet the demands of private
or Royal needs (notably in the case of Richard the Lion-hearted,
when a great part of the church-plate of England was appropriated to pay his ransom of one hundred thousand marks),
pewter was not allowed by the Catholic Church to be used for
the manufacture of sacred vessels. As early as II75 the Council
of Westminster put a stop to what was evidently a former
practice (and which did not reappear until post-Reformation
times), and thereafter chalices and patens of the base metal
were only used for sepulchral purposes. Representing the
sacramental vessels of gold and silver, they were placed in the
tombs of bishops and priests, and were buried with them, as
part of the insignia of their office. For the same reasons the
sword and armour of a knight were interred with him. To this
day the old practice is still formally carried on. The gold or
silver chalice and paten are placed on the coffin of the priest
or bishop as he lies before the altar; but for the reason of their
costly nature they are removed before the body is borne out
for burial. It may, therefore, be said that , with the exception
of those found in tombs, pewter chalices and patens date from
post-Reformation times. Towards the middle half of the
sixteenth century the Commissioners of Edward VI. ordered,
among other changes, that chalices and patens be exchanged
for two communion cups of the "like weyght and value."
6

These in' turn disappeared during the short period of the restored Pewter'
ritual under Queen Mary, only to be reintroduced by the ChUl'chreinforcement of the injunction of Edward by Queen Elizabeth. plate.
During thesE' reigns, in fact from the Reformation to the early
seventeenth century, very little church-pewter was made.
After 1600 the pewter communion cups assumed various shapes
and dimensions, according to the size of the parish and the
number of communicants; but in point of bea.uty they were
a degeneration from the shapely chalice of pre-Reformation
times. This was due to a coarseness of line, of faulty composition and, in many cases, to the absence of a paten-cover,
which might have lent t hem a redeeming grace. That there
should have been a marked departure in form from the" monument of superstition" which preceded them, explains itself;
but that the change should have necessitated so wide a departure
from recognised lines of beauty is less easily understood.
Vagaries there also were in the shape of porringers and low
beaker cups, both intended for the ministration of the Sacrament.
Some fine specimens are still to be found in Leicestershire, a
county rich in pewter-plate . Cruets are rare. Although
commonly in use prior to the Reformation, few survived the
reign of Edward VI. (Vide the churchwardens' accounts of
Surrey, where not only pewter cruets are constantly mentioned,
but also Chrismatories of the same metal.)
As the reformed practice of receiving in both kinds became
the rule, flagon s were introduced for serving the wine, the
twentieth Canon of 1603-4 enacting that "Wine we require
to be brought to the Communion-table in a dean and sweet
standing pot or stoup of pewter, if not of purer metal." Previous
to that date flagons were extremely rerre. To-day they represent numerically the most important remainder of post-Reformation pewter church-plate. In height and shape they followed
the example of thei.r precious confreres, from the early flat lid
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to the dome-shaped cover (and occasional spout), with slight
deviations of handle or thumb-piece, and with a humble repetition of line and moulding.
The early thirteenth century patens were small and fiat.
Their size and shape, with little variation, remain permanent,
for the reason t hat they were-and still are-only intended for
the wafer-bread used by the priest for the celebration of Mass.
After the Reformation they grew in size to satisfy the needs of
lay communicants. The earliest of these were plain; a wide
rim, free of ornament, and a shallow central depression carrying
out their order of simplicity. Slight variations occur until we
arrive at the salver-patens or patens-on-feet of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. These follow the example of their
silver contemporaries : simple, moulded or gadrooned edges;
feet according with the convention of their time. Again there
were changes, and necessity supplies us with instances of
ordinary domestic pewter plates serving as patens on t he
Communion-table.
Alms-dishes are not uncommon.
They supplanted
undoubtedly the earlier wooden" dish fo r the offerings," but
I do not know of any prior to the seventeenth century. Many
of them bore the name or initials of the churchwardens, a smaller
number the names of their donors, or of the churches to which
they belonged. Small alms-basins of the eighteenth century
are still to be found, and some of these were used in the font .
Of plates there are many examples. These were not ecclesiastic
in any sense, but domestic of origin, and were probably presented by parishioners to be used as collecting dishes. Services
of pewter-indeed, single specimens-used by ecclesiastics for
domestic purposes are extremely rare. I have seen but one
garnish of this description: a set of nineteen soup and meat
plates bearing the engraved mitre of a bishop on the rim of each
plate. They belonged, probably, to the Bishopric of Durham,
8

whose bishops, while Palatines, made it a practice of encircling Pewter
the base of their mitre with a ducal coronet.
ChurchIt is necessarily a difficult and unsatisfying task, the com- plate.
pression of centUlies and the chronology of changes that characterised their stubborn years; but I trust that enough has been
made clear in this little paper to present an historical outline
of English ecclesiastical pewter from the seventeenth century
to our own time. Prior to that date the mortuary chalices and
patens alone remain as examples of medireval pewter. And they
owe their existence to burial and to the hidden years of tomblife. What preceded the Reformation did not survive it.
To-day, indeed for many years, the use of pewter church
vessels has been largely discontinued. But there are still, I
am happy to say, a few hidden parishes where they do exist,
and where they form the only church-plate. The lack of
wealth, no doubt, and perhaps the tenacity of old habit, preserves them in lonely districts where time moves yet slowly,
and where progress is not eagerly understood.
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II I

EVOLUTION OF THE T ANKARD-I

Evolution
of the
Tankal'd.
--1.

IF England has no Academy to watch over the integrity
of her language, to check the misuse of words, she has at least
a national temperament which does not lend itself willingly
to variation. It is true that language takes its colour from the
temper of the times. and the literature of to-day is as marked
in difference from that of Addison and Steele as their fashion
was at variance with that of the Golden Age. But this elasticity
of language, which enabled the different periods to leave their
impress upon the phraseology of their time, concerned itself
principally with changes of thought, fashions, conditions,
moral or intellectual, not "vith the misuse or dislocation of
words.
" To call a spade a spade " ser ves not only to describe the
broad manner of the Elizabethan , but to confirm the fact
that he clung tenaciously to the technical meaning of terms,
adhering to the practice even when dealing with subjects, not
usual in what is known as "polite society." This tenacity,
emanating from a temperament accepted as national,
would lead one to believe that the institution of an Acadamy,
similar to that of France, would not be an absolute
necessity, except perhaps for the extension of her language to
10

meet the needs of progressive science.
Yet there have Evolution
been many changes, marked and arbitrary, in the use of of the
words, some going so far afield as to find only in distant Tanka.rd.
colonies a preservation of the original use and meaning. - .I.
Perhaps one of the terms most interesting, on account of
the vicissitudes through which it has passed, is the word
" tankard."
It is difficult to realise that the dainty vessel now bearing
that appellation was originally a huge pitcher of wood bound
with iron, holding about three gallons, and used for carrying
water. As far back as the thirteenth century, in manuscripts
bearing upon the times, we fmd the word " tankard" applied
to those vessels alone; and the men who fetched water from
the conduits for the supply of London houses were termed
"tankard-bearers." Mr. W. Cripps, in his article on tankards
in " Old English Plate," cites a Coroner's Roll of 1276, which
narrates how a watrr-carrier named Grene came to St. Paul's
Wharf, entered a boat there for the purpose of filling his tankard,
and while lifting it on to the wharf, fell into the water and was
drowned.
The use of these vessels was not confined alone to metropolitan districts. In old accounts and inventories, from the
thirteenth to the sixteenth centuries, we find them mentioned
among farming implements, in wood, and later in " let her " ;
and they were used not only to carry, but to store water collected
for daily needs. They retained possession of the term till
late in the sixteenth century, when it was first used to designate
a drinking-cup or mug. This is all the more remarkable for
the reason that the old water-pitcher or tankard had not then
fallen into disuse. As late as the first quarter of the seventeenth
century we still find it mentioned in the old manner, and with
no allusion to the fact that the vinous usurper had been admitted
t o share the term
II
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It is probable that the first alteration in the meaning of the
word occurred in the case of the wooden tankard of the Middle
Ages. These were small enough, in special instances, to be
used as drinking-mugs, and in the sixteenth century they were
often capped with lids. The next application of the converted
term happens with the Black Jack, or leathern tankard, of the
same century. This vessel was used not only as a pitcher,
but, in its reduced size, as a drinking-cup or mug. Although
the "lether bottel," or keg, and the wooden variety which
superseded it, are distinct from the leather-jack, or tankard,
they supply chronologically an instance of the survival of the
original water-pitcher and a consequent rehabilitation of
the ancient meaning of the term. They were both used to
carry liquor into field and forest for the convenience
of workmen.
The wooden specimen has survived to this day. Occasionally it may be seen in the harvest-field, although the stone jar
has practically superseded it. The" lether bottel " was at first
only to be found among the domestic utensils of the rich, but
in the sixteenth century it became common among the agricultural population, which included both shepherds and
harvesters.
During the gradual transition from water-can-or " tymbertankard," as it was sometimes termed- to the silver or pewter
drinking vessel, the tankard served for a time as a flagon.
Old drinking songs give ample testimony of the fact, and
further illustration may be found in Misereres of the fifteenth
century. An ecclesiastical analogy occurs in the old straightsided and distinctly tankard-shaped church flagon of the
Elizabethan period, which appeared in pairs, to supplant the
wine and water cruets of pre-Reformation days. It is refreshing to realise in this confusion of terms, in this restless va-etvient of meanings, that at least the flagon, from earliest times,
12

has resisted all departure from its original use. Its praises Evolution
are sung in the Song of Solomon: "Stay me with flagons of the
for I am sick with love," and to this day it adheres Tankard.
tenaciously to its patriarchal title and meaning. Some of t he -I.
earliest tankards, in the present sense of the term, were highly
ornamented, six inches to seven inches in height, and were
used as communion flagons. During the reigns of Elizabeth,
James I. and Charles I. they became more elongated, higher
in stature, and were frequently ornamented with rich strap
and flat repousse work with chasing. The covers were decorated
to match the ornamentation of the drum . During the Commonwealth the Puritan austerity of the time found its reflection
in the altered shape and size of the tankard. Ornamentation
was reduced to a minimum, and the diminished size of the
drinking vessels served to remind Cromwellian throats that
thirsty measures were no longer the order of the day. The
Commonwealth tankard was squat in form, the lid flat (it
may be accepted that t he flatter the lid, the earlier the
piece), the drum often displaying a slight entasis. This
type was continued through the reign of Charles II.,
although in the case of the larger vessels the bodies were
occasionally divided by twisted WIre (or cord) mouldings
and supported on lions couchant. The handles also became
more ornate.
In the eighteenth century the straight side and flat top
gave way to the swelling drum and dome lid, and all that survived of the former type was the scrolled handle, which in later
years became somewhat massive. The thumb-piece, usually
a- short perpendicular shaft in the case of straight-sided drums,
assumed later a sympathetic forward curve to harmonise with
the domed lid. Here alone, in this little feature, did the silversmith, or pewterer, occasionally allow himself the indulgence
of whatever individuality or idiosyncrasy he might possess;
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it mattered not how definite the period of drum or lid.
Generally of a straight or couchant scroll-pattern, simple
or elaborate, the thumb-piece varied from the two-lobe to
the two cock-heads; from the interlaced dolphins to the
owner's crest, when adaptable; assumed forms of delightful
variety, in which the maker seemed to locate the stamp
of his passing mood or individuality.
What pleasurable
interludes those occasional moments of unhampered indulgence, in lives, perhaps, of slavish association with
conventional shapes and periods, not in harmony with the
taste of the artist!
The most beautiful of tankards is that represented by
t he Charles II. type. Severely simple in composition, unassisted by fillet or elaborate mouldings, often bare of engraving
or of ornamentation, it relies entirely for its beauty upon a
quiet dignity of line, an un strained harmony of proportion
which contribute to it an air of singular distinction. There
is, in addition, a certain quaintness about it: the ample,
pouting drum, the curving handle, a certain tip-toe alertness
to the thumb-piece, a somnolent droop of lid, which impart
to it something akin to personality. As I look now upon a row
of such pewter tankards, mouth-closed denizens of the seventeenth century, they seem quietly asleep, the fumes of vanished
centuries drowsing in their silent drums.
The most distinguished feature of the Charles II. tankard
is the lid. Simply, I might say inevitably, composed-the
slight frontal extension supplying a subtle note of balance to
the entire piece-it is the very soul of the vessel. If a proof
be needed, open the lid; and however happily drawn, proportioned, the slanting drum, the moulded base and curving
handle, they are but membels of a fair but soulless body.
Close the lid and you have a thing of faultless beauty,
made so by the felicitous association of elements inevitably
14

related. That delightful note of quiet authority, of finality, Evolution
manifested, perhaps, only in what is perfect in simple, of the
' composltIon' '
h ere you h ave 1' t 'ill Tankard.
I had al most Sal'd c1asslc,
- 1.
its purest form.
Much that can be said of the silver flagon and tankard
applies as well, in a lesser degree, to the pewter vessels bearing
t he same appellations. If originally the ancestor and progenitor
of the silver vessel, the pewter tankard had ultimately to
abdicate in favour of its precious substitute, and thereafter
was content to imitate, at a humble distance, the shape and
styles of its usurper. That a precious-metal standard of excellence and finish was not often reached in the case of pewter
was probably due to the fact that the pewterer never became
a silversmith and that the silversmith did not consider the
baser metal worthy of his attention. But there are, notwithstanding, some fine pewter specimens, which, for simple beauty
of design, texture and quiet lustre, hold their own even against
their more polished brethren. There is little to be said of the
tankards of swelling drum and dome lid, except that those
retaining the Charles II. shape, and accentuated by a delicate
fillet surrounding and dividing the drum, were perhaps the
most elegant ; all the more so if a well-model1ed lid gave
the proper balance to a flowing handle, already become
somewhat massive.
From water to wine; and now, to retrace our steps, from
wine to water, I would cal] the attention of the reader to an
illustration of the old tancardo di l·igno. Evolution in its
most whimsical, elastic sense should here be satisfied.
For the tankard has adventured in wood, iron, leather,
pewter, silver; has ebbed and flowed in size, importance,
style and usage; has repudiated at last its plebeian origin
alld berthed itself in silver between men's lips-taken verily
to drink.
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But the sturdy backs that straineU along river banks,
bringing water, fresh and sweet, from running streams, toil
no more. Where, indeed. in this world of flight and bewildering tumwt-the voice of man supplanted by throats of stcelwhere now are the warning cries of boatmen? where Ule song
of the tankard-bearers ?

THE OLD TANCARDO
Dt LIGNO.

CHAPTER IV
EVOLUTION OF TilE T ANKARD-li

As if to celebrate the Restoration, perhaps to quencb the Evolution
lurking thirst of Commonwealth years, the ta.nkard, elastic of the
of conscience and politics, swelled to Royal proportions at the Tankard.
accession of Charles n. to the unoccupied throne. And. let - If.
us say, to further accentuate the event. pegs were introduced
in the drum, at perpendicular distances, from bottom to lid.
as a sporting stimulus to the drinker's thirst and capacity.
If the expression "wetting your whistle" has no authentic
connection with the tankard-handle, sometimes provisioned
with a whistle-for calling for more Iiquor-" drinking to the
pin" was undoubtedly the colloquial phrase used in connection
with the afore-mentioned pegs. The primary object of the
" peg " or " pill ., was, doubtless, to mark different measures ;
gill, half~pint, quart, etc; also to indicate the limit of each
drinker's draught. Tankards were not as numerous as customers
in those bibulous days, and a need of sunuounting the difficulty
probably suggested the use oE the peg. As early as the sixteenth
century we find in Nash's " Piersc Peniiesse, his Supplication
to the Divell," mention of the pin, or peg. Two centuries
iater it was still in use, if we accept the authority of an anony~
mous author (1796): " the first person wa.;; to empty the tankard
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to the first peg or pin; the second
to t he second,
etc."
Longfellow, in his " Golden Legend ," refers to the peg:
Come old fell ow, dr ink down to your peg !
But do not drink a ny further , I beg !

and it is within the reach of legitim ate imagination to suppose
that what began as a necessity, brought into existence little
coteries of sympathetic spirits, banded together for cheery
intercourse, during which they further cemented their friendship
by toasting from the same tankard. Round-robins of wine
and good fellowship! Little harmonies of socialism and
intemperance ! It was not long before the sporting instinct
crept in (to the tankard !), and experiments as to how many
pegs could be reached at a single gulp became a popular pastime.
With increasing skill and adventure came the refinement of
attempting to measure the different distances by varying the
amount imbibed.
Full er in his " Church History " (1655) mentions the
command that " Priests should not go to Publick Drinkings,
nee ad p·innas bibant, nor drink at Pins. " This was " a Dutch
trick
of Artificial Drunkenness, out of a cup marked
with certain Pins, and he accounted the Man, who could nick
the Pin, drinking even unto it ." How frequent (and satisfying)
must have been the initial failures, how much liquid consumed
in corrective attempts, how tickled the palate before the precise
accuracy of gulp was acquired! This attained, the difftculty
overcome, wagers must perforce have become the order of the
day, or, rather, of the peg, among the" proficients"; and the
ever-increasing numbers of amateurs were left to the subtle
stimulus of their failures. Between the two an exuberant tide
of indulgence set in, and the memory of puritan austerity was
drowned in vinous reaction. But let it not be understood that
the "peg," or "pin," was an invention or discovery of the
18

Restoration. Its ongln, at least in England, dates back to Evolutioa
the tenth century, when King Edgar ordered that pegs should of the
be fastened to drinking-horns at stated distances. His object, Tankard
however, was a restrictive one, and whoever drank beyond his - II.
peg was" obnoxious to a severe punishment." The peg-tankard
never attained to general use. Its obvious disadvantages
doomed it to a temporary vogue, and the introduction of more
numerous drinking vessels, in different measures, made of those
that survived, specimens of ancient usage. I have never seen
an English pewter peg-tankard, nor have I been able to discover
any reference to one in records or inventories of the seventeenth
or eighteenth centuries; but it is reasonable to believe that
they did exist. Frequent mention of "peg-tankards" is to
be found, and as pewter was in common use during both
centuries, it is probable that they did exist in the base metal.
Previous to the Restoration," pegs" were probably to
be found in the wooden tankards then in use, but whether in
the Black Jack is uncertain, as the pegs might have introduced
a danger of leakage. But we may put aside both these
mediceval vessels, for the reason that pewter had, to a great
extent, superseded both at the Restoration.
The Charles II. tankard died hard, or, at least, in part;
and we find, as late as George II., the seventeenth century drum
still adhered to, with the occasional difference of a higher, more
important base and a delicate fillet encompassing the lower
portion of the body of the tankard. This surrounding fillet
had the subtle effect of clothing the drum, which otherwise
It furthermore
presented a somewhat naked appearance.
prepared the eye for the domed-lid, with its repeated mouldings,
which superseded the flat top. The greatest loss, at least in
delicacy, in the departure from ·the Charles cover, was the
disappearance, in many cases, of the little front extension
to the brim of the lid. In my previous paper on this subject
19
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I called attention to the subtle part which this diminutive
projection played in the balance and proportion of the entire
vessel; and I may here add that although the little member
was often of conventional design, many exceptions are to be
found, which allow a more intimate insight of the pewterer's
mood and mind. This was also the case, but to a more elaborate
extent, in the thumb-piece. The handle, which during the
seventeenth century formed but a necessary part of the vessel,
and was remarkable only for its perfect relation to the drum,
lid and thumb-piece, expanded to sweeping dimensions during
the succeeding century. The development, if unsuccessful,
was at least interesting, as an illustration of the inevitable
disintegration which takes place when any part of a perfectlycomposed object is disturbed by accident or intention. With
the dome-top, and its increase of elevation, there was a certain
balance which diminished the vagary and size of the sweeping
handle; but associated with the distinguished flat-lid it became,
in its exaggerated form, a mesalliance of singular inspiration.
I give an illustrated example (Plate XIX., Evolution of the
Tankard.-II.) to verify the incompatible lmion. I never saw
a combination expose more mercilessly the unassimilable individuality of each component part. The distinguished drum
seems to have pulled its flat cap still lower over its brow in
protest. The plebeian handle recoils as if ashamed of the
association.
When these flowing handles assumed massive proportions,
and the strain particularly in the case of a soft metal like pewter,
grew beyond the endurance of the drum, it was found necessary
to compose them ,'Vith a hollow interior in order to reduce their
excessive weight. The difficulty was how to achieve this result.
After many experiments the method was discovered, and in
a very simple and effective way. The casting of pewter in
ancient days was by means of metal moulds. As a rule these
20

were made very hot, but when the object was to effect a hollow Evolution
interior, the mould was used almost cold in order to harden of the
quickly the outer shell of the handle. In casting by this process, Tankard.
the caster would pour into the shaped mould the molten pewter, -II.
and as quickly " sling out" the central fluid, which was thus
not given time to solidify. As a result the metal nearest to
the mould, cooling quickly, adhered to it and formed the massive
handle, while the core, which had shot its bolt, was tunnelled
from end to end. The entire process took but a minute's time,
and it must have been a neat sight to watch the clever twist
of wrist which sent the silver jet flying through the half-light.
The larger the handle the more deliberate :vas the process, and
in these cases the mould, when filled from the" get," or opening,
was simply reversed and the still molten metal poured its way
quietly back into the ladle. It was a simple process, simple
as were many of the ways of ancient times. And what is still
more remarkable is the fact that the process prevails to this day.
The pewter tankard, long ago relegated to disuse; the ingenious
device, suggested by its flowing handle, still undisturbed by
modem invention! There is something of an old-world peace
in the thought, in the momentary belief of a return of ancient
methods, an unlooked-for reassurance in this unexpected asset
of perished days. And so the return-tide of survival, rehabilitation, goes on increasing, harvesting as it runs.
I see before me now indistinctly in the flicker of dying
embers, a row of tankards, flagons, cups, silently gathering
value with their accumulating years. From kitchen-dresser
t o cabinet, after centuries of neglect, there is a note of humour
in the transposition.
. of quiet revenge!
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IT is a fact, palatable to the gourmet, that the epicnrism
of modern civilisation has reduced our selection of food to those
dishes alone which admit of the extreme refinement of culinary
art. On the other hand, it has robbed the gourmand of that
endless variety of viands which crowded the ancestral board.
In the early days, when over-population and wanton sport
were unknown, when the Larders of the Lord-lake, river,
forest and field-were swarming with what was intended for
man's varied sustenance, game formed a lengthy conhibution
to the principal meal of the day. Enormous quantities of
venison and wildfowl were consumed, and birds that are rare
or extinct to-day, fish that have silice run their coul'se, supplied
delicate interludes to the robust victuals which followed each
other with processional insistency. But they were also days
of delightful incongruity, for the primitive appetites which
demanded copious satisfaction, and were at first content with
priinitive modes of cooking, soon exacted an interminable and
complicated cookery which would have taxed the patience of
the modern cordon ble'u. "The Bokes of Kerwynge and
Nurture" reveal. not only the elaborate methods of preparing
and cooking the food, but acquaint us with a fastidiousness of
22

phraSeology that has long since ended in disuse. 1 give but a The
few of the many t erms of carving, each dish, bird, viand having Trencher
its own specially-allotted phrase:
and its
Uses.
Break that deer.
Slice that brawn.
Rere that goose.
Lift that swan.
Sauce that capon.
Spoil that hen.
Disfigure that peacock.
Unlace that rabbit.
Tire that egg.
Underbranch that porpoise.
Tame that crab.
The laying of the cloth and the arrangement of the table were
also formal and elaborate affairs, quite in harmony with the
ceremonial meal that followed. But, strange to say, while the
cooking and service vied with each other in richness and profusion of detai.l, the ware of the period seems to have been woefully ignored. This consisted of primitive trenchers of wood
(or of coarse bread), square and round, platters, dishes and cups
of ash. But even into the arrangement of these crept a custom
of rigid formality. In" The Boke of Kerwynge" we find that
the greater the lord, the greater were the number of trenchers
to be laid before him. and vice versa. These varied from three
for those of lowest degree to six or eight for those of highest
estate. The wooden dishes, supplemented later by pewter,
survived, even in the King's Household, to the time of Charles II.
In the New England States of America they continued in use
among the common people until the Revolution There is
little doubt that the early trenchers were square, and a direction
in .. The Boke of Kerwynge" that the butler should lay for
hi.s lord four trenchers together and one on top seems to indicate
the fact. The earliest speci.mens were probably simple squares
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of wood with no depressions of any kind. Those that followed
are especially interesting, not only on account of their neat
proportions, but because of the two concavities, the smaller
one at the upper right-hand corner intended for holding the
salt. Another interesting detail is the fact that a careful
examination of the early wooden trenchers will reveal many
knife-cuts, but no perforations. If no other proof were available,
this would enable 11S to place their date anterior to the use of
forks; During the centuries that preceded Elizabeth's advent
to the throne knives were the only "implements" used at
table. The serf, or retainer, the noble often, used his beltknife, which served for all handy work as well, and for selfdefence when necessary. The early table-knives had probably
broad round ends, as there is no evidence of stabs in the wooden
trenchers. This was the case later with pewter plates ; and
we know that the round-pointed knife of those days, which was
still in vogue during the eighteenth century, was designed for
the express purpose of preserving the soft metal from mutilation. The cleaning of trenchers was accomplished by scraping
with a knife. This was necessary not only to prevent unclean
incrustation, but to remove the splinters caused by constant
knife-cuts. Caliban sings:
No more dams I'll make for fish;
Nor fetch in firing
At requiring,
Nor scrape trenchel·ing, nor wash dish:

*
*
*
*
*
'"
and many other plays and books of the period make frequent
mention of the practice then in vogue. The cleaning of butchers'
blocks of our own day is an interesting survival of the old
method, and because of its simplicity and cleanliness-anew
surface to each new scraping-may be due the long use of wooden
ware. The life of a trencher was necessarily short, for each
scraping reduced its thickness, and in the end made of it a leaky
24

vessel. To replace it was ·an easy and inexpensive matter.
For the service of the King it is probable that a trencher was
never used but once.
.
·
f
k
·
h
d
d
F mgers were or s III t ose ays, an as a consequence
" basons" were handed round, before, during, and after meals,
for the washing of hands. Among those who sat above the
salt, water scented with rose leaves was passed in ornamented
ewers. Grace was also a special formality, and dates back to
earliest days. An interesting illustration of primitive malmers
reaches us from the eleventh century. Disgusted with the gross
habit of the nobles, who lpft the table directly their appetites
were satisfied, Margaret Aveling, consort of Malcolm III. of
Scotland, offered a draught of special wine to t hose who would
r emain long enough to take part in the prayer of thanksgiving
that followed the repast. This, it is said, was the origin of the
" grace-cup." But in those early days grace was said before
as well as after meals; and it may be advanced, as a possible
explanation of indecorous conduct, that the preparatory grace
was considered a sufficient manifestation of gratitude by the
distended guests. Conscience contracts as the diaphragm
dilates, and after-dinner somnolence nods at duty unperformed.
The round trenchers were sometimes called roundels.
This was an enor. The roundel, properly so called, was also
a wooden trencher five inches or six inches in diameter, but of
much thinner material and lighter in weight. These were often
decorated in bright colours, and bore amusing mottoes or
epigrams in broad language. They ran usually in sets of twelve,
and were kept in wooden boxes, sometimes ornamented with
fleurs-de-lys, arms, etc. The real use of these roundels has
successfully evaded discovery . There have been several
theories, and, among the most popular, two have survivedfirst, that they were used to pass sweetmeats and fruit after
meals; and, secondly, that on account of their amusing, and
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sometimes startling rhymes, or "poesies," they were produced
for the purpose of stimulating or increasing after-dinner merriment. The first theory is hardly tenable, for the reason that
their delicacy of ornament could not have withstood friction,
or fruit juice, and those that survive present to this day quite
an undisturbed surface in texture and colouring. The second
theory was more possible; and Professor A. H. Church, F.R.S.,
in his interesting paper on "Old English Fruit Trenchers"
in " Some Minor Arts as Practised in England," refers to a writer
in the Gentleman's Magazine, 1793, who witnessed" nearly
forty years ago" at Braddon, three miles from Coventry, an
old lady, Viscountess Tonqueville, who died in 1763, aged
nearly one hundred, order after dinner" the lots" to be produced
for the amusement of a juvenile party. About a dozen roundels
were spread out by her in the manner of cards, with their backs
towards the company, each of whom drew one, "and great
diversion was excited by the satirical distich which accidental1y
occurred upon the lot of each, as being supposed to be descriptive
either of the character or of the matrimonial choice of the person
who drew the same."
Professor Church cites also a passage from Puttenham's
" Art of English Poesie," 1589, in relation to the first theory,
and leaves the decision of the elusive question to future and
final evidence. In the Report on the Manuscripts of the Earl
of Verulam, compiled by the Historical Manuscripts Commission (1906), I find an entry which seems to silence all conjecture on the subject. Among the manuscripts there is " An
Inventory of the Goods of the Countess-Dowager Rivers," at
some house not named, dated 1644, June 28th, and in the long
and interesting list is cited: "In the pantrie
round
trenchers iii dozen, square trenchers 2 dozen, a case with thin
trenchers to cover glasses." "To cover glasses," although a
strange use, seems to put an end to the undisturbed theories
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of centuries. Certainly it gives reason to wonder why con- The
jecture was so continually and persistently wide of the mark. Trencher
Particularly is this inexplicable when we consider that some of and its
the early domestic cups were supplied with covers (vide the Uses.
evidence of "pantrie" inventories, and the carvings of
misereres), that the later" tankard" was also capped, and that
the advent of glasses would not have introduced, suddenly,
the invariable use of an uncovered drinking vessel. Custom
dies hard, by slow degrees; and if it be argued that the present
uncovered glass represents the original intention, there is little
doubt that the old habit of using covers, if only for the purpose
of preserving the temperature of mnlled ,'Vine or ale, must have
overlapped the initial stages of the uncovered glass. And so
we are indebted to the Historical Manuscripts Commission for
this light, which comes to us fresh and clear from the seventeenth century, to relieve the ignorance of our own time. All
that remains, therefore, of the old theories, and consonant
with the discovered purpose of the roundel, is the fact that their
humorous epigrams did serve to enliven social festivities, and
their delicate colouring and decoration to ornament a very
practical function.
The medireval drinking-cups or " mazers" were also made
of wood, and belonged to the trencher family. They were
low, shallow bowls, commonly without stem. The better
class, usually made of maple or other scarce wood, were mounted
on silver rings, which added to their height and importance.
The bowl was often gartered in silver, ",rith a carved or engraved
inscription, and sometimes supplied v.rith a shallow cover. As
late as Charles II. cups of ash were used in the King's Court,
and not until the accession of Queen Elizabeth did the" greene
earthen pots" supplant them in the Inner Temple.
Trencher-salts in pewter are rare, and they did not appear
until the seventeenth century. The triangular specimen
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probably succeeded those of circular form. Of pewter plates.
chargers, lineal descendants of the wooden trencher, and
trenchers themselves, in the sense that the early (round) shape
was retained, and only the composing material changed, there
is little to be said. The old rule of simplicity anteceding the
ornamental, holds good in pewter as it does in al! art. During
t he Restoration the rims, or "verges," as they were called,
became much wider, but retained their simplicity. Later,
when they shrank back to the usual width, the ribbed and
moulded edge appeared as a development, and in the eighteenth
century gadrooned and" waved" borders held temporary sway,
The several members of the Spackman family, freemen of the
Pewterers' Company from 1742 to. 1784, seem to have made
a speciality of the waved rim. A fact not generally known is
that the old pantries contained services of pewter in different
qUalities. An old seventeenth century inventory reads: "In
Pewter in Elizabeth Reyner's charge-great platters of the best
sort with armes, VI; of a second sort, VI; of a third sort V.;
of a 4th sort, V."*
The hiring of pewter was also an early practice. An
interesting case is recorded in the " Household Book" of the
Earl of Northumberland. Although possessed of great wealth,
the Earl hired "rough pewter" for holiday occasions, and
generally used for his family and household, which numbered
one hundred and sixty-si..x members, trenchers and other vessels
of wood. An extraordinary sight it must have been to discover
a noble household of great estates, numbering one hundred and
sixty-six members, feeding from wooden trenchers, platters.
* The most extraordinary dishes that have come to my notice are two
immense chargers in the possession of the Earl of Gainsborough. They measure
five feet two inches in lengt h by four feet two inches in width. The owner
writes me: "At my coming of age, they were used at the dinner given to the
tenantry, the one to contain a roast ox, the other a roast buck." To all appearance they were of pewter, but doubting this on account of their great weight
and rigidity, I discovered their surface to be tinned over, and their composition
to be of copper.
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cups, etc., and "hiring rough pewter for holiday occasions."*
There is a subtle note of thrift, of careful management, in the
latter incident, which reveals much of the character of that
North-Country noble.
When the foregoing paragraph appeared in COUNTRY LIFE
I was accused by a prominent archceologist of misleading my
readers into the belief that the nobleman in question, great and
wealthy though he was, had no family plate, and was obliged,
therefore, to eat from pewter and wooden trenchers. A careful
perusal of the paragraph will dissipate tbis accusation. My
critic might have known (probably did) that it was not customary
to use the family plate on all occasions, but to place it as a decoration on the dining hall cupboards. Many instances could be
given of tbis practice in the sixteenth century; and even as
late as the end of the seventeenth the use of wooden vessels
had not been abandoned by those possessed of wealth or social
importance. A passage in the "Originas Indicales" of Sir
William Dugdale, r680, shows that, as already mentioned,
wooden drinking cups were used at the Court of Charles H.
An entry in the Diary of Samuel Pepys on January 4th, r667,
testifies to the fact that he and his friends drank from wooden
vessels, wbile admiring the silver ones. At a supper-party
they had" a fiaggon of ale &. apples, drunk out of a wood cup,
as a Christmas draught, which made all merry; and they full
of admiration at my plate." Another entry of December 7th,
r666, shows that Pepys, though very fastidious, was using the
trencher for regular domestic meals; ".
and so home
to dinner where finding the cloth laid and much crumpled but
clean, I grew angry and fiung the trenchers about the room,
* From" Lady Mary Wortley Montague and Her Times (Housekeeping
i.l 1703)" we find that the early practice of hiring pewter was still indulged in
as late as the eighteenth century: "Mr. H. has come to tell me I m ay
hire pewter plates at 2S. 6d. a dozen for 4 months . . . and other pewter
at the rate of a penny a pound, but we are like to have a good deal of trouble to
get Brazerie.'
1
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and in a mighty heat I was: so a clean cloth was laid, and my
poor wife very patient, and so to dinner, and in came Mrs.
Barbara Sheldon, now Mrs. Wood, and dined with us, she mighty
fine and lives I perceive very happily." My s:ritic also contended
that" It is quite certain
that even long before the
general introduction of forks, they (trenchers) were unknown
outside the poorest abodes," a statement which the quotations
already given definitely refute.
Again, on October 29th, r663, Pepys gives an account of
the dinner at the Guildhall on Lord Mayor's Day: "It was
very unpleasing that we had no napkins nor change of trenchers,
and drank out of earthern pitchers and wooden dishes." It
will be observed that Pepys does not object to the trenchers,
but only to the fact that they were not "changed" for the
different courses. He objects to the wooden dishes, probably
for the reason that they were less easily scraped (cleaned) than the
trenchers. This may explain why, among the wealthy, wooden
dishes were superseded by pewter ones before the wooden trencher
plate lost its place at table. The early square trencher was so
nearly flat that it offered no difficulty in the matter of scraping.
But perhaps more interesting even t han this sixteenth
century revelation-a noble Earl feeding from wooden vesselswas an experience of our own time that fell to my lot not long
since. In the West End of London at a smart luncheon, in the
midst of conversation that proclaimed the modernity of the
moment, potatoes, baked in their jackets, were passed by a
powdered footman : in one hand the steaming dish, in the other
a number of small wooden trenchers, bleached with centuries
of washings, shy, it seemed to me, of their forced intrusion.
Trenchers in bridge-scarred Belgravia-yesterday! Why
not a sedan chair-to-morrow !- in the trail of a Piccadilly
Juggernaut?
Quien sabe?

CHAPTER

VI

FORKS

THE spoon is, if I may so express it, the trait d"union between Forks.
the knife, which dates from earliest times, and the fork, which,
in England, made its timorous deb$tt during the fifteenth century."
To the fork must be awarded the palm for the first reform in
table malmers. The passing of the salver and ewer made
picturesque interludes, no doubt, during the medic:eval meal;
but the habit of eating with the fingers was a sight that could
have appealed only to primitive appetites. Tbe advent of the
fork recorded the practical disappearance of the salver and ewer.
An ablution may still have preceded the sitting down to
table, but there was thereafter no passing of cleansing waters
during the meal. Two, three prongs, did service for ten
fingers, and clean hands were thereafter the order of the day
What progressive stages of refinement in taste may not have
preceded, or occasioned, the introduction of the fork-or was
it the imported knowledge of its use in Italy that opened the eyes,
if not the mouths, of early English epicures? Certainly, after
a short apprenticeship with the delicate trident, what a revolution
in table manners! Appetites that had accommodated themselves
"As early as I463 John Baret of Bw:y St. Edmunds bequeathed" to John
Kertelynge my silver fork for grene gyngore." Ie 1554·, Agnes Hals of Bury
St. Edmunds in her will says, "I give and be ~ueathe my neighbow:, good
Mistress Andrewes, my spoon with a fork in the el}d, of silver for a poor token
of remembrance ."
.
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to the perilous finger-journey from plate to mouth, grew to wait
upon the dalliant fork and its dainty pickings, succumbed at last to
dishes that were ultimately the outcome of its permanent use.
The use of the fork in France did not become general until
the eighteenth century. Strange, anomalous times preceded
its introduction, and those which succeeded its advent were
not without vagary. The fair hands of Marquerite de Navarre
were not washed for eigh t days; the courtier of t he reign of
Louis XIV. was" as malodorous of person as he was magnificent
in manner and dress "; a century later, the first Napoleon
revived the early fashion of washing the hands before dinner,
the offices of the ewer and napkin being discharged by specially
appointed youths who served the guests in their places.'"
Of English pewter forks, the only specimens which reach
our day are those of late date. The reason is obvious. The
soft metal could not resist the use, or misuse, of time, and those
of earlier years succumbed to delicate constitutions. The firs t
mention of the fork in the records of The Pewterers' Company
is an eighteenth century entry (I702-03) of the purchase of
"three dozen of knives and three dozen of forks." This in
itself is a puzzling fact , for long before the use of the fork had
become general, and the archives of the Company contain not
only a scrupulous record of all moneys expended, but a description of each item purchased or paid for. 1t is clearly an omission,
for a corporation so characteristic for its extreme watchfulness
over business interests, for its epicurean solicitude for whatever
related to its appetite for ceremony, banquets, corporate importance, would obviously not have resisted the trident of reform,
would certainly not have soiled its dignity ,'lith its fingers .
ViThether these " three dozen of forks" were of pewter or hard
metal we are left t o conjecture. It is probable that they were
of tinned iron or latten.
* "An Idler in old France."-Tighe Hopkins.
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CHAPTER

VII

SPOONS

IF pewter forks, because of their fragile nature and the Spoons.
special pressure of their daily work, failed to survive the task
imposed upon them, spoons, equally fragile, but absolved from
strenuous responsibilities, reach us from early times. Dipping
versus stabbing, and the former won, of necessity. If the weight
of duty proved beyond lifting endurance, the handle bent,
broke and was repaired; and this was, obviously, more common
among the larger spoons, whose duties corresponded with their
size. These, presumably, must have lost much of their time
and some of their features in the pewterer's surgery. The
pewter spoons that survive in greatest numbers are small in
size, and it is because of their light duties that they weathered
the years that proved fatal to their adult brethren. More
fragile than the larger specimens, it would seem strange that they
should, from early centuries, reach our time and in considerable
numbers, did not reason supply us with the knowledge of their
moderate tasks. A further explanation is the special care
they must have received from their respective owners. An unexpected and refining adjunct to table utensils, and in many cases
made for personal use, the early spoon must have received
a care commensurate with the interest and pride which its
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possession aroused. This is amply verified by the formal and
important part they played in early wills, the humblest testator
leaving his special spoon to widow or son, the man of wealth
bequeathing them in numbers. Burial and. exhumation supply
us also with an explanation of the extraordinary longevity
and condition of some of the most delicate specimens. These,
if they do not possess the interest of an active life and changing
ownership, represent, in many cases, the mystery of concealment,
and a certain physiognomy of death which gradually stamped
their features during the centuries of uninterrupted sleep.
The excavations throughout the area of Greater London
supply occasional specimens of silver, pewter and latten
spoons, salts, dishes, etc., and it may be that some of
these owe their subterranean concealment and preservation
to the plagues which ravaged London during the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. What may have been considered
infected articles, or implements, were probably thrown hurriedly
into drains. The more elaborate process of burial added to
the disappearing numbers, and it is certain that the Great Fire
included many specimens in its vast debris . The river Thames
was also a convenient burial-ground, an Mtbliette of voracious
capacity, and the houses on London Bridge, though but little
affected by the scourge, may well have contributed ,some of the
antiquarian treasures of the river bed.
The first pewter spoon-to use an Irish formula-was
probably of latten, and possibly to prevent any recurrence of
the anomaly, The Pewterers' Company in I567 ordered that
" no latten spoons are to be made under pain of forfeit ." John
God, we are told, invented the latten spoon, and made three
dozen of them. It is open to conjecture if his divine cognomen
did not suggest this trinity of number.
The earliest pewter spoons were made by hammering and
beating, and t his process was imposed upon spoon-makers by
34

strictest law. The habit of The Pewterers' Company of resisting Spoons.
any improvement in manufacture, any departure from old
conservative methods, is illustrated by seventeenth century
entries, which record the infliction of fines for the introduction
of " engines" for the making of spoons. And this in the face
of proof produced in court that the spoons in question were
" well finished."*
The changes of shape and fashion in silver spoons were
reflected in the humbler ware, and we find most of the silver
examples reproduced in pewter. Point, slip-top, cone, knop,
acorn, seal-top, pied-de-biche, rat-t ail, etc. , all represent
in pewter the variations of the silver stem. The bowl evolved
from early round to fig-leaf, later to blunt oval. Even the
Apostle Spoon, given at early christenings and representing
the namesake saint of the baptised child, did not escape the
pewterer's attention; nor did the sixteenth century" Maidenhead," with the figure of the Virgin surmounting its delicate
stem. The latter had an appropriate raison d' etre, since the
Virgin was the Patroness of the Mystery of Pewterers: "the
brotherhood of our lady of pewtrers crafte," as it was styled.
Of silver domestic plate, the spoon is possibly the earliest
specimen. At all events, it supplies us with the earliest hallmarks. The touches, or maker's marks, on pewter spoons, if
they do not always determine their date, lend at least an added
interest, oftentimes a decorative value. These touches agree,
in certain cases, with the marks on contemporary silver, and
their date is thus approximately determined. It is, however,
of rare occurrence. The early marks are simple in characteron the pewter specimen a fleur-de-lys, a star in circle, etc.;
on latten spoons a single Gothic letter. Later, the devices
became more ambitious, including the maker's initials, as well
as an emblem in the beaded circle. During the seventeenth

* .. Old

Base Metal Spoons," by F. G. Hilton Price.
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century a special feature was made of the owner's initials.
which were stamped in the bowl or on the handle of the spoon.
Towards the century's end, the fashion, or probably the regulation, was introduced of impressing the date of the year within
the touch. It is of interest to note that on latten spoons of
the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the small touches
contained impressions of diminutive spoons and keys-single,
double, in threes, occasionally crossed, which would seem to
suggest the existence of a guild of makers of this description
of spoon. This occurs also occasionally in the case of pewter
specimens. During the reign of Charles II., and later, as the
handle of the spoon grew in length, both touches and initials
were impressed upon the stem, face or back.
The most interesting of marks occur on silver spoons
bearing pewterer's touches in the bowls. Extremely rare,
they are to be found occasionally among the" Pied-de-Biche "
and " Slipped in the Stalk" specimens.
If history be a record of progress, development and natural
coincidence, contradiction creeps in when least expected and
plays cap-and-bells with preconceived regulations. If the late
appearance of the fork was responsible for the primitive habit
of feeding with the fingers, the early use of the spoon may have
had something to do with refining the practice. As early as
the fifteenth century, in books dealing with cooking, carving
and table manners, we find rules for the regulation of each
which for elaborate detail, punctiliousness and ceremonial, might
well have been the outcome of centuries of fastidious refinement.
In laying the table, preparing, cooking the viands, in serving,
in all that concerned the table, cleanliness was a sine qua non
of rigid enforcement.
"The Babees Boke" (1475) concerned itself with advice
to young people; reminded them to cross their mouths before
eating, "the better shall be thy diet"; "not put in your
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pocket the pieces you have partly eaten"; "not to drink Spoons.
with mouths full "; "not touch the salt in the salt-cellar with
any meat, but put some salt properly upon your trencher, for
that is polite"; " let courtesy and silence dwell with you;
mind you do not tell foul stories."
<, The Lyttle Childrenes Boke" (I500) forbids blowing
on meat or drink, and " if your lord is drinking, whether it be
at evening or at noon, never drink at the same time, but wait
till he has finished"; "clean your knife with some bread,
not with the cloth. A cultured man would be very unwilling
to soil the table-cloth."
"The Boke of Kenvynge" (I5I3) and " Nurture" (I577)
were awe-inspiring rituals of pantry and kitchen observance,
embodying lists of what was indigestible and therefore
"never to be served to your lord"; containing an atmosphere of excommunication to all who ignored or transgressed its commands for care, cleanliness and ceremonial
observance. Yet the fifteenth century noble and his noble
dame ate with their fingers ! Appetite, digestion, etiquette,
morals-the welfare of each, protected by countless regulations, the fingers alone unconsidered; retainers, as it
were, uncared for, doing manual service for epicurean
palates.
But it must not be supposed that the process of eating
with the fingers was in all cases offensive to eye or ear;
primitive, yes; incongruous, perhaps, with all the surrounding ceremonial of the time. But that it had the
special attention of these Bibles of Gastronomy, and was
elevated by arbitrary refinement, is a matter of hi~tory. The
dainty, refined people we meet in Shakespeare's and Chaucer's
works were obviously drawn from life, and their fastidiousness
would easily put to shame some of the hasty feeding of our
own day
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Chaucer tells us of the prioress that:
At meate was she well ytaught withal,
She let no morsel from her lippes fall,
Ne wet her fingers in her sauce deep;
Well could she carry a morsel, and well keep,
That no drop ne fell upon her breast :
In courtesy was set full much her best;
Her over-lippe wiped she so clean
That in her cuppe was no farthing seen
Of grease, when she dranken had her draught.

Intimate pictures, these, of cloister and hearth, prioress and lord,
serving as models, mirrors of the time.

CHAPTER VIII
SALTS

prominence the salver and ewer played in early Salts
domestic plate, the" Great Salt" held priority of importance
on the medireval board. The washing of the fingers, a permanent institution before the appearance of the fork, required
the use of these vessels only at stated times, and, however
singular or beautiful, they elicited but passing notice from those
whose ablutions at table were but interludes to the numerous
courses that composed the medireval banquet. The" Great
Salt," on the contrary, stood, held its solitary place of honour,
on the table during the entire meal, embodying there a note
of distinction and authority, recognised by master and menial
alike. Like a raised finger of command it invited noble and
noble guest to the upper end of the table, assigned those of
minor degree to humbler places "below the salt." And
because of its importance, its publicity, the master lavished
upon it all the proud interest and elaboration that wealth and
contemporary art could bestow. * There is little doubt that
WHATEVER

• It has lately been contended that the Great Salt did not imply a social
barrier, and that the references in sixteenth and seventeenth century literature
to the indignity of " sitting below the salt .. have at best a satirical meaning,
and do not warrant the accepted tradition that the words conveyed their literal
and obvious meaning. Whatever the original intention of the Great Salt in
its relation to a social barrier. it~ presence on the board did result in the creation
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the accidental or intentional association of salt with a social
barrier was due to its extreme antiquity and importance, to
those qualities which made of it the symbol of permanence in
history, art, law, hospitality and religion.
"So early is the record of its universal use that it is
plausibly conjectured that the oldest trade-routes were created
for its transportation. Salt and incense were the chief economic
and religious necessities of the ancient world, and played an
important part in all that is known of the ancient highways of
commerce. The economic importance of salt is further indicated by the almost universal prevalence in ancient and
medireval times, indeed in most countries down to the present
day, of salt taxes or of Governmental monopolies, which were
not always directed so as to enable everyone to procure so
necessary a condiment at a moderate price."*
Frequent allusions to salt are to be found in Holy Scripture:
" All sacrifices offered in the temple were seasoned with it,
mention is made of it as one of the things most necessary to
life, as a symbol of perpetuity and incorruption, of hospitality,
finally of barrenness and sterility, as in sowing the site of a
destroyed city with salt."* The New Testament declares:
" Let your speech be alway with grace, seasoned with salt" ;
Homer calls it "divine"; Plato, "a substance dear to the
Gods." The Orientals considered that its use at table gave a
certain sacredness to the meal, and " created bonds of piety
of a certain radius of distinction within which a place at table conferred or recognised social eminence. There are too many corroborative references to the fact
in the literature of the period to warrant any perversion of their intended
significance. The fact that large salt-cellars were also placed in the centre of
the lower tables, and that a seat near at hand conveyed a mark of distinction,
is but an additional proof of the social meaning and importance of the Great
Salt. Whether this social aspect, or mission, represented the original intention
or duty of the cellar, is a question apart, and does not concern the testimony of
the afore· mentioned historical records.

* British

Encyclopredia.

"t American Encyclopredia.
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and guest-friendship between the participants." A" covenant Salts.
of salt" indicated later its inclusion in matters of contract and
law, and the literature of many countries maintains a permanent
record of its practical and symbolic meaning.
It is probable that the Great Salt never existed in pewter.
But I advance the suggestion only as a conjecture. I am
bound to remember that human nature was contemporaneous
with Creation, that precedence is often of more importance
to those who sit below the salt than to those who sit above it ;
furthermore, that the vagaries of things pewterean often play
at hide-and-seek with reasonable expectation. So, I make
the suggestion a demi-voix, and leave the matter-on tip-toe.
Receptacles for the holding of salt must have existed from
earliest times. The first mention of the salt-cellar in the records
of The Pewterers' Company occurs during the year 1351. At
that early time they wore covers, and for the probable reason
that, unlike the present mode of frequently discarding and
refilling, the salt in the cellar was intended for epicurean use.
Salt represented a greater value in the early days, and waste
had not yet become a natural habit. Later the cover was
discarded, and the cellar of the size and importance of a
" Master Salt" evolved three superimposed arms that reached
above the" level of white." On this was placed a linen cloth.
A dainty idea, this little tented vessel, but too unpractical to
obtain extended vogue-an invention that, to a certain extent,
still exposed the salt to the marauding air, and to inquisitive
insects, but which has fortunately left us the most graceful of
all the varied examples of salt-holders. Examples of this
particular variety are to be found occasionally in Delft ware.
I give the illustration of one in my possession. One only of
the little outstretched arms has survived; fluted and gracefully voluted, similar somewhat in character to the thumbpiece of a Charles II. tankard.
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It is believed that the Great Salt was not passed at table.
vVhether this be true or not, the sound condition of some of
the early surviving specimens, singular for their delicate beauty
and composition, might well suggest a sparing use of the Great
Cellar.
In houses of importance, an upper table on a raised dais
was laid for the lord, his family and his guests. Separate tables
ranging along the walls of the hall in the direction of the
" screens," supplied places for persons of lesser degree. Necessity, on occasion, required those of better birth to place themselves below the salt. In Bishop Hall's Satires* we read:
A gentle squire would gladly entert ain
Into his house some trencher-chaplaine
Some willing man that might instruct his sons
And that could stand to good conditions:
First that he lies upon the truckle bed
While his young master lieth 0' er his head.
Second that he do, on no default
Evel' presume to sit above the salt;
Third that he never change his trencher twice, etc.

The attitude of those above and below the saline barrier
may be easily imagined. In Ben Jonson's" Cynthia's Revels,"t
we read of a character who takes no notice of any ill-dressed
person, and never drinks to those below the salt.
An old English ballad says: t
Thou art a Carle of mean degree
The salt it doth stand between me and thee.

Even those who, by virtue of effort or merit, rose to high
rank, must often have found the Great Salt a stumbling-block.
A Scotch noble, writing in 168o§ about his old neighbours,
speaks of the self-raised son of one of them as " coming of a

*

I597.

l' First acted in I6oo.
t Chambers' "Book of Days."
§ "Memoirs ot the Somervilles," Edinburgh.

family who, visiting at his relations, never came to sit above Salts.
the salt foot:'
If the Great Salt was not at the disposal of the guests at
the High Table-a piece de resistance then in more senses than
one-it is a fact that smaller cellars were provided for general
use. These, apart from their utility, furnished a certain decoration to the early table, which was somewhat bare of ornament .
Those who sat at the lower tables presumably did not require
much salt. A large amount was already in the provisions of
the lower classes. During five or six months of the year salted
meat and fish were their chief food. Only the wealthy partook
of fresh meat. Root crops being unknown in medireval times,
it was the habit to kill the winter's meat in the autumn, and
then "salt it down." Only store cattle and poultry were
kept throughout the cold months.
Of the early pewter salt-cellars there are no surVlvmg
examples. I do not know of any preceding Cromwellian times,
The " trencher-salt" is undoubtedly the most interesting, and
the few specimens that exist reveal the strange fact that they
seem to have supplied a greater variety than the silver examples
of the same period. This is all the more remarkable for the
reason that some of the pewter specimens may well have
succumbed to careless handling, whereas the silver examples
had their composition of precious metal to ensure their
perpetuity.
Another point of interest, and of regret, is the fact that
comparatively few of the silver specimens of the early" trenchersalt" are in existence to-day. "Fifteenth Century wills
. square,
mention salts of every shape, and size, and kind.
round, plain, wreathed, high, low, with covers and without.
, ,"* It is ob vious that of these, the "high," " wreathed,"
" covered salts," those of elaborate and unconventional
* Cripps : "Old English Plate."
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design - other than the Standing Salt- may have perished
because of their departure from simple, robust models,
composed on utilitarian lines. But the "trencher-salts "-if
they corresponded with, and mated the old wooden trencherplate: round, square, above all fiat, and therefore steady in
use, resisting the heavy hand of pantrymen, why, with all
their qualities of endurance, have they not survived remote
centuries to inform us of their mediceval origin and usage?
The" Great Salt" certainly existed in the fifteenth century.
if not earlier; and by reason of its supreme significance, and
the immunities of a somewhat passive existence, numerous
specimens have descended to us intact, despite their fragile
and elaborate nature. The round, low, fiat "trencher-salt,"
composed of all the elements of a robust constitution, appears
to be the invention of a much later period. A strange fact.
If they did exist in early times-and their extreme simplicity
and practicability would seem to justify the supposition- it
may be that, belonging as they do to the smallest class of vessels
in domestic use, they may have strayed and lost their way in
the confusion of careless centuries. Yet, one would have thought
that their precious-metal composition would have ensured for
them a care that would have prolonged their existence to
antiquarian limits. The fact, however, of their non-existence
remains, and I know of none earlier than the first half of the
seventeenth century. In pewter it is possible that they did
not exist prior to that date, when the use of salt at meals had
become common among all classes. The existing examples,
however, are of much later date. This is indeed remarkable,
unless we apply the argument already advanced: that, being
insignificant of size (and supplanted by receptacles of changing
material and variety), they were abandoned, destroyed or lost
in the ,changes of fickle years. It may be argued, per contra,
that the pewter service, in its entirety, met progressively the
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same fate, yet survived in almost every branch. The fact is Salts.
undeniable, but the reasons differ. Primarily, the existing
specimens are, in most cases, of larger, more robust pieces:
plates, dishes, chargers, tankards, flagons, etc. Again, these
very specimens, after their" downfall," secured for themselves
an extension of life, by serving to decorate dining-room
cupboards, later, pantry and kitchen shelves and dressers.
True it is, likewise, that many pieces gained a prolonged existence by finding new uses: plates, dishes, entering the church
for ecclesiastical purposes; church vessels succumbing to
domestic invitation; food vessels serving floral necessities;
indignities, in many cases, it is true, but securing added years
of active life. Work for the living, service for the inanimatethe indispensable formula for longevity. "What about the
piles of disused plates, relegated to dark cellars, etc. ? "
Columns of pewter! Time has no courage, no leisure, to tackle
such mutual conspiracy for self-protection, such rampart
resistance.
But to return to our subject. Of the motley number of
salts that followed the "trencher," which disappeared, or,
rather, ceased to re-appear after the reign of George II., there
are still many specimens in pewter. The heterogeneous concourse, from the wide-mouthed, fluted punt to the tripod abortion-rams' heads, mourning their missing extremities-the
assemblage in pewter is complete. The irony of ugliness, and
their late date, have ensured their preservation, and with no
question of bereavement of title to singularity or decadent art.
What a refreshment to turn from these anomalies-footed
freaks that look as if they might walk off the table at any
moment- to the low trencher-salt, in circle or triangle, lying
placidly, couchant upon the table, and wonder why its simple
beauty, its practicability, did not ensure it a vogue of special
permanence. For beauty, rationality, it had certainly no
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rival. The diminutive sauce-boat, with long looping handles
(at its best in Sheffield Plate), was indeed a thing of exquisite
beauty, but it failed to recommend itself by virtue of any
solidity or originality. At best it was a borrowed model, and
its frail elegance alarmed as well as gratified the eye. The
trencher-salt, on the contrary, represented a sOlmdness, a beauty
of line and composition, classic in its simplicity, primitive, it
might be said, in its practicability. Whether concave or
convex, the circular specimen is the more beautiful, affording
in addition a number of interesting variations. I had stated
in the MS. of this little paper the belief that the triangular
trencher-salt might not have existed in pewter, when by
good fortune two fine specimens came suddenly to my
notice and possession. The triangular trencher-salt existed
in silver, but was rare, and of early date. The two illustrated pewter specimens have every appearance of age, but
their mark (an O.S. in a beaded circle) is unfortunately
an unrecorded "touch." England was not alone in her
possession of triangular trencher-salts. Italy and Germany
furnish a number of silver-gilt examples, but mostly on
feet: ball, claw, escutcheon, etc.
Some of these have
three depressions instead of one, and date from the
sixteenth century, a hundred years earlier than the English
specimen.
As the trencher-salt could not easily be picked up, it was
probably pushed along the table. This in time wore down the
base or protruding rim on which it rested, and this worn appearance I have found to be of help in determining the authenticity
of doubtful pieces. I am aware of the fact that an equally
polished and attenuated result might be obtained by artificial
means, but all other evidence being satisfactory-marks,
texture, weight, appearance-the addition of a worn base
would help to confirm its genuineness.
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In the records of The Pewterers' Company there is an early Salts.
seventeenth century list or inventOlY :
At whc tyme was Syzed by them theis small p eells of
Tryffles as follo we vizt:
Coffin Saultes-·Gl'eat Coffin Sault es p peeee 00 01 00
Midd. Sa ultes p peece
00
00
3Qrs.
Smale p peece
00
di

There seems to be no evidence that would determine the
natures of these" Saultes." Until comparatively recent times,
the old custom survived of placing a pewter plate of salt on the
breast of the corpse as it awaited burial in the coffin, salt being
the emblem of immortality; but whether this ancient practice
had any connection with the above " Coffin Saultes " is not at
all clear. My belief is that "Coffin Saultes" were Covered
Salts, the use of the word coffin to denote cover in early times
being a well-established fact .
Ben Jonson, in his " Masque of Gypsies," says:
And coffined in crust, till sh e now was hoary.

Shakespeare, in "Titus Andronicus," tells us:
It is a paltry cap,
A custard-coffin, a bauble, a silken pie.

This evidence would seem to coffin the corpse theory, to
make of it a moribund supposition.
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Church
Flagons.

There is a conviviality in the term, a generosity
of measure, a natural profanity which penalises what in reality
was never a sacred vessel. Its ancestor, the little cruet
of pre-Reformation days, drowned in the enlarged measure of
later requirement, raised, no doubt, its note of protest; but the
domestic vessel was hurried into the ecclesiastical world, and
with little show of adaptation to its converted use and dignity.
As time wore on and the dictates of conscience, or of good taste,
discovered the incongruity (I speak of the pewter vessel), various
changes in size and shape were introduced, which, to a certain
degree, sanctified the metamorphosis. But "flagon "-the
profane term survives, and to the spiritually-attuned ear the
appellation remains a note discordant in the vocabulary of Church
property. Its refinement, as already suggested, was a gradual
process, which finally effected a reconciliation with ecclesiastical
models. The formal introduction of the flagon to Church notice
and usage is contained in the Canons of r603, which read:
" Wine we require to be brought to the Communion Table in a
clean and sweet standing pot or stoup of pewter, if not of
purer metal." Whether the pewter flagon was used for ecclesiastical purposes prior to the date of the above Canons is not
FLAGON!
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certain. There are seemingly no sixteenth century specimens Church
in existence to prove the fact; but it is quite possible that they Flagons.
did find their way into Church precincts. Previous to the
Reformation, pewter was in general use, and the flagon of base
metal was the vessel common to domestic needs. Furthermore,
the wording of the Canon, the seeming preference given to the
base-metal vessel, reads more like a confirmation of a practice
already in vogue than a command formulated for the introduction of a reformed ritual. The silver flagon varied according
to the differing periods; the pewter vessel followed humblya handmaid, as it were-the mood of its distinguished superiors.
To my knowledge, there are no pewter Church flagons that
precede the seventeenth century, and the earliest of these, by
their rude appearance, suggest that those which took the place
of the pre-Reformation cruets may have partaken of the somewhat coarse nature of the domestic pewter vessel then in use.
This may well have been the case in the early days, when the
haste for reformation brought with it that precipitate desire
for change, emancipation, which is the consequence of all violent
revolution. The Lubenham specimen is one of the few existing
flagons which followed the Elizabethan model.
From cruet to flagon-the departure was sufficient to satisfy
even the most ardent rebel; and the enlarged measure served
opportunely to supply the increased quantity of wine required
for the administration of the Sacrament in both species. A
record of the purchase of these increased quantities may be
found in early post-Reformation churchwarden accounts. From
those at Ludlow (1545), we read:
Item payde to the servers 0/ wyne on Easter Day iid. Pay de /01'
wyne and bread on Palme Son day eveyn and on the day xxid.
Item /01' xxxi quartes 0/ wyne /rom P alme Sonday untille Easter
Wike x /01' bred viiis .

The purchase of " singing bread" (wafer bread) is likewise of
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interest. This is also to be found in the churchwardens' accounts
of Ludlow, published by the Camden Society:
2nd y ear of Edwa,r d VI-1545.
Item for di. a.m, of singing bred ij ob,
Edward VI 1546.
Item payde for singing brede at dyverse tymes. ijs. vi/d.
27th Henry VIII.
Item payde to Master Wardene jar syngynge bred iijs. iiijd.
1554· Payd for a tonaculle to carry holly water. ijs. 3d.
1557. Item to the sayd Thomas Season fay a pere of cruettes oj
tyne for the high chauncelle.

Although the cruet was in pre-Reformation times the
ancestor, so to speak, of the flagon, and served to contain the
small quantity of water and wine used by the priest in the
Sacrifice of the Mass, the flagon did exist contemporaneously
and was connected with Church use. "A dishe of laton with a
fiakon," mentioned in the churchwardens' accounts of St. Mary
Hill, London, refers to the ewer and dish possessed by most
churches for the washing of the hands of a bishop or other prelate
before and during Mass. All bishops now carry with them
their own sacred vessels; but the old use of the flagon in preReformation churches was especially connected with the washing
of the fingers: "Flagon and dish for the Lavabo." The earliest
post-Reformation flagon, made especially for the Communion
Service, had in view the increased quantity of wine, and the
size of the vessel grew larger as the practice of administering
the Sacrament in both kinds became more general. Leicester,
Carmarthen, Somerset and Pembrokeshire possess early pewter
specimens measuring fifteen inches and sixteen inches; but to
Wiltshire must be awarded the palm for" The Pot of Fishertonanger," which towers to the height of twenty-one and a-half
inches. Its interest is further enhanced by the date (1660),
which, with the names of its churchwardens, form part of the
inscription on the drum. But the unmanageableness of the
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large measure soon brought about a needed reform. Its Church
awkwardness, due not only to size and weight, but to the inade- Flagons.
quate handle, which gave but little help or leverage for pouring
out the lingering contents, exacted at last a reduction in height
and capacity. Strange to say, this difficulty of the handle was
only solved a century later, when for a short period the tall
flagon (Plate XLIV., Flagons) was reintroduced into the ecclesiastical world. The sinuous handle of the eighteenth century,
in the case of the high vessel, was remodelled so as to locate its
concave centre in the middle of the drum , thus supplying a
double handle: the upper segment to be used for pouring the
high level of wine, the lower to turn out the stubborn depths.
As the flagons diminished in size--which, as has been stated,
was due to reasons of convenience, and, doubtless, to a dawning
sense of moderati on, restraint, in vessels ecclesiastic-they
appeared in pairs, and were rarely large. On the contrary, the
idea which inspired a reduction of their proportions was further
elaborated by an endeavour to refine their worldly appearancea crusade which achieved successfully their complete conversion
to the reformed religion. This was largely helped by the gradual
disappearance of the domestic flagon in favour of earthenware
vessels bearing less resonant names.
To-day the reform is complete, and the flagon, except for
the surviving relics of former days, represents principally a
Church vessel. But the sporting appellation-flagon-remams ;
stubborn, immovable, perhaps as a protest, possibly as a
confession of apostasy.
Of all pewter Church plate the flagon survives in greatest
numbers, and obviously for the reason of its robust composition.
What contributed also to its long life was the added note of
respect which ensured special care for Church vessels. It is
for this reason that we often find fragile pieces serving ecclesiastical needs, defying the centuries that long before would have
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achieved their destruction had they but remained faithful to
their domestic origin and purpose. But it is not alone to the
temporary care of reverent hands that is due their longevity,
but to that quality of immutability in religion which passes on
from generation to generation a permanent reverence for sacred
things. A domestic piece may be enthroned to-day and deposed
to-morrow. Ignorance, careless handling, fashion and the countless vicissitudes of successive ownership are more than sufficient
to guarantee it a precarious existence. The sacred vessel, on
the contrary, has but one Master, one mission, and to its mystic
nature and use each successive custodian ministers with reverent
care. And when at last tottering years absolve it from further
service, the sacred vessel is set carefully aside in some special
sanctuary, where age and the scars of faithful service make an
ever-increasing appeal to Churchman and antiquarian. Furthermore, lest commerce should thereafter disturb its privileged rest
-that it be not tempted afield, to run the gauntlet of dealer,
collector, or museum profanation-a special ordination has been
framed by which the removal or sale of Church pieces, except
by special permission, becomes an act illegal, sacrilegious.
An interesting, indeed a pathetic, instance of the extreme
limit to which solicitude for sacred vessels can be carried is the
case of Bearsted, Kent, where, on the acquisition of silver
vessels, "the old pewter communion service was inserted into
a wall of the church and built therein." Reverent handling
during life, increased care thereafter, a specially-framed law to'
guard their decrepit age, is it then a wonder that Church pieces
reach us across the span of centuries, wearing still the semblance
of youth, their features untouched save by the mellowing hand
of Time? How different the fate of domestic pieces, warring
with the irreverent world, resisting pathetically the hand of
hard usage, only to find their rest at last in the dust-heap or
melting-pot.

It is not generally known that in early days the disappear- Church
ance of old, mutilated pieces was obligatory; and this fact Flagons.
answers the oft-repeated queries : What has become of the
early pieces? Why have they disappeared without leaving
behind them a trace of their existence? A law of The Pewterers'
Company strictly prohibited the sale of old pewter. Pewterers
were allowed to buy damaged pieces, but were obliged to melt
and recast them. And this, alas! applied as well to perambulating hawkers, who roamed the country in constant search of
old and damaged specimens. Jobbers, scavengers, nothing
escaped their greed for daily profit. Had their commerce but
included a speculative eye, many early specimens would have
successfully evaded the law that determined their antiquarian
existence.
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CHALICES

Chalices.

IF" flagon" conveys to the ear the impression of a sporting
measure, the word "chalice" possesses a phonetic dignity
which qualifies it to represent an ecclesiastical vessel. Chalice,
calice, calix-in whatever language- the term supplies an
invariable note of sacramental distinction. Of all Church
pieces the chalice is the most fragile, and that many early
specimens have safely reached our own day is due to the reason
that, being the most sacred of Church vessels, it received the
greatest care. The earliest are, no doubt, the sepulchral
chalices found in the tombs of bishops and priests. These are
of pewter, lead or silver, and date back as far as the eleventh
century. Diminutive in size, rarely measuring more than five
inches in height, they are often of beautiful proportions. The
rudeness of the metal, the fact that they represented but emblems
of office, and were made only to be buried, seldom occasioned
haste or carelessness of composition. Indeed, some of these little
vessels, exhumed after seven hundred or eight hundred years,
present a charm of line and proportion that might well have
been intended for the delight of living eyes. Time was long
then, reverence still alive, vanity but half awake. Purity
of intention, enthusiasm, were the initiatives of creative work;
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conscience, personal satisfaction, their public applause. The Chalices.
worker was content :with that; and if his powers were not
aroused to their utmost limit by a reverence for the deceased
ecclesiastic, or by the sacredness of the vessel he was called
upon to represent, the love of his art, not yet hurried or tainted
by greed, or vulgar competition, exacted a conscientious display
of his best efforts. The size of these little vessels helped, no
doubt, to give them a note of special appeal, of pathos perhaps;
but their miniature height must also have left but little latitude
for any error of composition. An" errant eighth," and the
personality of tbe little vessel would have been irreparably
disfigured. The paten-disc, its shallow depression fitting within
the circle of lip, contributed what was needed to make of the
sepulchral chalice a thing of perfect beauty. A point of special
interest connected with these diminutive vessels was that,
however much care and intention was expended upon their
beauty of line and proportion, they were rarely, if ever, well
finished; the features scrupulously modelled; the complexion
rough, uncared for. That was the only utilitarian note in their
composition.
Unlike the silver coffin-chalice, the pewter vessel and paten
wore no decoration; a simple knop, to balance the stem of the
chalice, and two parallel lines circling round the paten rimthese were the only features that occasionally departed from
their usual severe simplicity. Of all chalices they were the
smallest, with the exception of those used during Persecution
Days, which were of still more diminutive proportions. Of
this class few remain, and for the obvious reason that, persecution at an end, all but those kept for historic remembrance
were destroyed. A study of them will reveal the fact that the
only object in their manufacture was to produce a vessel small
enough to be hidden in the pocket of the priest, small enough
to escape the searching eyes of Cromwell's iconoclasts. There
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was no convention in their style; a simple stem, and the smallest
possible receptacle to hold wine sufficient to celebrate Mass,
and their object was attained. I give an illustration of one in
the museum of Stonyhurst College. It resembles more a toy
than a chalice, and perhaps this incongruity helped its escape
from the hands of the destroyer. Many of the Church vessels
during those precarious days were of equally diminutive proportion, and for the same reason. Candlesticks, patens, pyx,
ciboria, etc., might have furnished a doll's house; and their
nursery appearance no doubt misled the vigilant eye of those
in search of " massing stuff."
Of early pewter chalices it is safe to believe that none
survived the Reformation. The Council of Westminster (Il7S).
which ordered that the Eucharist should not be consecrated
in any other than a chalice of gold or silver, limited, no doubt,
the pewter specimen to those parishes which could not afford
the precious metal service; and it is probable that revolutionary
zeal included them in the" monuments of superstition," against
which the injunctions of Edward VI. were directed. The
substitution of silver cups for chalices, required by the King's
Commissioners, may have included pewter specimens; but
there is no record of the fact. It is probable, however, that
pewter Church pieces existed, and possibly in numbers, after
the dissolution of the monasteries and the appropriation of
their stores of gold and silver plate by Henry VIII. The
introduction of the new form of religion caused no cessation
of the old Catholic worship. Vessels for the Sacrifice of the
Mass had to be provided in lieu of those stolen or destroyed,
and the impoverishment of the Orders obviously emancipated
them from those edicts which condemned the use of metals
other than gold or silver for the manufacture of Church vessels.
Poverty, that force majeure which has turned many a tide of
law, must in numerous instances have decreed in favour of the
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base metal, and many a consecrated Host must have rested Chalices.
humbly on the pewter paten which necessity was only able
to supply. But poverty was not single-handed in conspiring
against the use of precious metals for chalice and paten. Wood
and glass had their early practical vogue. *
The earliest pewter Church chalices date from the seventeenth century, and they represent in humble ware the silver
models of the time. The baluster-stem specimen is to be found
in greatest number, but a careful perusal of the works on county
Church pewter reveals the fact t hat, including chalices of all
descriptions, there are comparatively few remaining examples:
H erefordshire possesses five, Gloucestershire six, Wiltshire two,
Somersetshire one, Pembroke shire six, Northampton two, Surrey
two, Carlisle two, Bangor two, etc.-an aggregate of thirty-two,
covering every recorded surviving specimen south of the
Mersey. The old pewter chalice has, therefore, given place
t o silver examples; but in a number of parishes the pewter
flagon still plays servant to the silver cup. A strange association.
More interesting still is the fact that these chalices of precious
metal often ante-date the pewter vessel, which would suggest
t hat the flagon was of later purchase or acquisition. In these
cases the flagon was obviously an unmated vessel. But of the
greater number of pewter flagons which still exist-Herefordshire
possessing thirty-nine, N orthamptonshire sixty-five, Leicestershire
seventy-six, Gloucestershire thirty-two, Wiltshire twenty-one,
Dorset twenty-five, Carmarthenshire seven, Suffolk a hundred and
*" Bronze appears to have been exceptional and perhaps peculiar to the
Irish monks. St. Gall (Mabillon's Acta. s.s. ord. s. Ben. Sacc 2 p. 24I), we are
told, refused to use silver vessels for the altar, saying that St. Columbanus was
accustomed to offer the Sacrifice in vessels of bronze (aereis), alleging as a reason
for so doing that our Saviour was affixed to the Cross by brazen nails. This
t raditional use of bronze was n o doubt c.ontinued by the successors of the Irish
missionaries in the South of Germany, and explains why the Kremsmiinster
Chalice is of that material, a circumstance which bas ca used the question to
be raised whether that vessel was an ything but a mere drinking cup." Dictio'll.a1'Y of CMistian Antiqltities .
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seven, Somersetshire fifty-one, Pembrokeshire seven, Worcestershire twenty-seven, Essex two, Churches of the City of London
one, Kent seventy-five, Surrey twelve, Carlisle a hundred
and twenty, and Bangor thirty-four - some of the earliest
survive only to mourn the destruction of their sacramental
companions. The widespread disappearance of the pewter
chalice affords a pathetic reminder of their close association,
of their years of inseparable ministration. The weaker vessell might say the more feminine, because of its delicate beautyserved, no doubt, its appointed time of usefulness and was
survived by its more virile mate. A blessing in disguise. A
decrepit Church vessel-the shame of it! A battered chalicepostulates war, sacrilege.
The surviving flagon? After weathering the storms of
bruising centuries it sleeps away the remainder of its life-unless
the incumbent be an antiquarian-at the bottom of some old
churchwarden's chest. But there are still, I am happy to say,
parishes where the old association of chalice and flagon has never
been broken, where pewter remains the only Church-plate.
The courteous incumbents of Aston, Craswall and Llangua,*
from the county of Herefordshire, have kindly placed at my
disposal photographs of their respective Church-plate, which I
am now able to reproduce in illustration.t The two-handled
cup of Llangua, although of comparatively recent date, suggests
the early Christian Scyphus, which was used exclusively by the
faithful when the Sacrament was administered in both species.
It is a popular belief that the small chalice first came into
vogue with the refusal of the cup to the laity. This is an error.
During the first three periods of the chalice-the Latin, the
Roman and the Ogival-there were always large and small

* The pewter service at

Llangua has now been repJa ced by one in electro-

plate.

t In the parishes of Clarbeston , Mynachlogc1c1l1, Maenclochog, and in the
chapelry of l'orc1, Pembrokeshire, all the Church-plate is of pewter.
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chalices. Those of large dimensions were ministerial, and Chalices.
were provided with handles. They were used not only for the
laity, but for giving the Precious Blood to the surrounding
clergy who assisted the bishops at Mass. In sacrificing privately
the priest used a small chalice. The refusal of the chalice to
the laity dates from the General Council which met at Constance
in I4I5. It was then ruled that the law which decreed that
Holy Communion was to be received in both kinds should be
modified. This law was enacted by Pope Gelasius (492-96)
as a rebuke to the Manichean heretics who refused to receive
the Precious Blood in Holy Communion. At the Council of
Constance, in order to condemn the heresies of John Huss and
of Jerome of Prague, it was decreed that as a confession of
Catholic doctrine, viz., that Christ was really and fully present
under one species, the faithful should thereafter communicate
under one species only. The Kings of France had the privilege
of communicating under both forms. Another reason for the
change was to avoid the danger of spilling the Precious Blood,
also to prevent sacrilege when wicked persons deliberately overturned the chalice. There were other reasons as well, such as
the possible freezing of the wine in countries of extreme cold,
difficulty in procuring wine sufficient for congregational needs,
danger of infection, etc. The administration of the Sacrament
in one or both species was based upon St. Paul's words :
" Whosoever shall eat or drink" of I. Cor., the erroneous version
being" shall eat and drink."
From pewter to pre-Reformation practices is a long diversion, but the relation of the two subjects, and the confused and
often erroneous ideas of what is purely a matter of ecclesiastical
history, justify, I feel, the digression.
The covered chalice-" a Communion Cup of Silver, and a
cover agreeable to the same "-is Lutheran, and the lid was intended to protect the interior of the cup from insects, dust, etc.
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The ritual which prescribed the use of the pall (palla,
or blessed card, covered with linen) was swept away by the
Reformation. In the Catholic Church the chalice has always
been covered by the veil, pall and purificator. In all rites,
except the Carthusian, it is covered with th:e pall alone, from
the Offertory to the Communion. The Carthusian rite prescribes that the altar-cloth should be lifted up and put over
the chalice. When Catholic ritual was swept away, the silver
lid or cover took the place of the pall.
The few surviving pewter chalices represent a heterogeneous
company. Of many sizes and strange shapes, they range from
specimens of simple beauty to ordinary low-lying cups that
might do service for village pumps. Some of the latter came,
no doubt, from domestic sources. As in the case of silver
vessels, domestic boards supplied occasionally The Lord's
Board, and pewter family plate contributed opportunely to
Church needs.
What is remarkable in the history of the chalice is the fact
that the Elizabethan silver cup and cover-paten, which is to
be found in numbers throughout England, is almost unrepresented in pewter. That the pewter vessel of that period
followed the mode of the silver model there is little doubt, and
that the surviving number does not at all compare with the
numerous silver specimens still in use suggests the explanation
that there was a limit of time and service beyond which the
resisting power of the pewter chalices could not endure. There
are comparatively few pewter chalices, of any description,
which reach us from those early days, and the fact that among
them the rarest should be the Elizabethan covered cup seems
to indicate a delicate constitution as the probable cause of its
temporary existence. There is no doubt that the life of a
covered chalice must of necessity be comparatively short. The
covering and uncovering of the cup is, even in careful hands, a
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process of progressive wear. A hurried or impatient movement Chalices.
leaves its scar, and the constant use of the inverted paten for
ministering the bread is but an extra duty which conspires with
time to overtax the endurance of the little vessel. The
Elizabethan specimen in the soft, dull metal was too fragile, too
sensitive to last; clothed in silver, its longevity was assured.
What may be termed the" second period" of Communion
cups-since the injunction of Edward VI. occasioned their
first introduction-supplies us with a considerable number of
pewter specimens. This good fortune we owe not only to their
robust composition, but to their later date. They appear
often in pairs, accompanied by an associate flagon of tapering
height, finial on dome lid, and, a flowing handle. The single
specimen is of generous proportions. The stem or foot is trumpet
shape, with graduated mouldings; the cup straight, tall, with
curling lip, and therein its individuality. A masculine vessel,
composed more with the idea of enduring long and constant
use than of representing sacramental delicacy or distinction.
The shapely tazza (Plate LI.), a form which came from Italy
during the latter part of the su.teenth century, and maintained
its vogue until the outbreak of the Civil War, is a replica of the
silver specimen, which in certain parts of Scotland was used
as a chalice. The mark on this piece stamps it as coming from
Perth, and it is possible that, following the example of its silver
model, it served also as a Communion cup. The coat-of-arms
on the bowl need not declare it to be a domestic piece, as there
are numerous instances of titled benefactors presenting or
bequeathing entire Communion services of pewter bearing their
heraldic decoration. From memory I recall the two services
at Cranoe and Stanton Wyville in the county of Leicestershire
presented by Lady Cardigan, wife of George Brudenell, third
Earl of Cardigan. These particular services do not bear the
family crest or coat-of-arms, but there are numerous silver
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specimens whi.ch have the heraldic decoration of their donors,
and there is no reason why the pewter specimen should be denied
t he same aristocratic privilege. In the parish of Stradishall
(St. Margaret), Suffolk, there are two pewter flagons, dated
1649, bearing the supposed coat-of-arms of Sir Robert
Hartland, Bart., patron of the living. The two alms-dishes of
the same church bear also the same shield.
In pre-Reformation times the stamping of any private
marks, crests or initials on chalice or paten was of rare
occurrence, and of early date. Per contra, the donor could,
and did, occasionally encircle the chalice with a malediction
on all who removed or appropriated the vessel. Of the
latter none exists in pewter, and for the obvious reason
that, unless enshrined in precious metal, the sacredness of
t he vessel was not considered a commercial quantity by the
pirate of Church-plate.
It would be interesting to know if, in Ireland, the pewter
as well as the silver chalice succumbed to Spanish influence
after the defeat of the Armada. It is a matter of history that
the Spanish galleons contained a goodly supply of Church
vessels which were destined to be used in England " after her
conquest and conversion." Some of these must have fallen
into the hands of local silversmiths, for the Irish chalice soon
after developed a similarity to the Spanish Communion vessel,
both in shape and in ornamentation. An interesting analogy
of the influence of foreign taste is to be found in the case
d the cabinet and furniture makers of the Low Countries,
who, among the many political and religious refugees of
the seventeenth century, landed on the East Coast, bringing
with them the prevailing taste and tradition of Flanders.
The foreign models soon invited the attention and admiration of the English artisan, and cabinets which to-day
are hastily pronounced Flemish would, if accorded closer
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scrutiny, be discovered to be Flemish in style, but of British Chalices.
workmanship.
In Scotland the conical Communion cup existed in numbers.
Sets of six, or more, according to the size of the parish or congregation, are still to be found, and in constant use. The silver
goblet or beaker type of chalice was imported into the Northeastern coast towns of Scotland from Holland during the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. An important commercial intercourse with the Low Countries prevailed at that time, and the
Dutch drinking-cup was included among other foreign articles
introduced by the Dutch traders. Its plain, solid shape seems
to have appealed to the severe Scotch taste, for the imported
specimens speedily grew in numbers, and was finally adopted
as a model for local reproduction, both in silver and in pewter.
A domestic vessel in its own country, it served probably in the
same private capacity during the first years of its domicile in
Scotland.
After the Reformation, when many of the Church
vessels disappeared or were destroyed, and, again, in response
to the Act of 1617, which commanded that all parishes should
provide Communion vessels for their own use, the beaker found
its way extensively into the Scotch Church. Here again its
simple, solid appearance must have commended itself not only
to the taste of the Scotch elders, but to their utilitarian propensities. The cup had to serve many communicants, and in
special cases was compelled to minister to neighbouring parishes
destitute of Communion plate. Its radical departure from the
Romish chalice might supply an added reason for its rapid
and concurrent adoption. It is interesting, however, to note
that the popularity of the Church beaker did not penetrate the
Middle or Southern Counties of Scotland. Beyond the reach
of foreign invasion, these inland strongholds held grimly to their
own sacramental models, presented a barrier of conservatism
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against which change and the outside world beat in vain. The
meandering Tay proved the beaker's Southern rubicon, but
welcome was to be had in the North as far as the distant islands
of Orkney and Shetland. Plate LIV. (Chalices) represents a
Scotch chalice of the late sixteenth century, a piece of rare
and unexpected beauty, suggesting more a ciborium than a
chalice. Plate Lll. (Chalices) illustrates an English chalice
and cover, remarkable not only for its rare shape, but for the
fact that, although bearing a much later touch, it is practically
a replica of the early sixteenth century (I5IO) Communion cup
and cover in silver at Sandwich, Kent. This (with other
experiences of the kind) leads me to suppose that the cup is
probably made from an early sixteenth century mould, and that
its late touch represents only the seventeenth century maker's
mark and name. The argument that it might as well be from
a copy of an old mould is confronted by the fact that, to meet
the trouble and expense of a new mould, numerous duplicates
would probably have been cast. And this is the only pewter
specimen known to me, or to a number of collectors and
connoisseurs of the SUbject. There remains, it is true, the
possibility of a seventeenth century pewterer, enamoured of
earlier times, making moulds for copies of medireval
pieces ; but I am not aware of the fact that the name of
" Shorey" was ever associated with antiquarian practices.
It is certam, at all events, that his century had not yet
been impressed with the financial advantages of a commerce
in " antiques."
As in the case of Sheffield plate, a number of the old pewter
moulds are still in existence, still accessible, and their value
to-day, when the vogue for old pieces is so emphatic, is not only
of commercial importance, but of tempting hope that a revival
of the dead art on its ancient, impressive lines is not without
possibility. And if not to revive, then to awaken, occasionally,
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a spark of the old life, still enshrined within the clasp of these Chalices.
metal moulds. Their quiet, dignified features-new-born of
old parents-would indeed be a timely, and perhaps corrective,
rebuke to the present strenuous attempts at originality and
distortion

CHAPTER XI
PATENS

Patens.

OF all Church pieces, plates are to be found in greatest
number. And the reason is not to be discovered in the fact
alone that they played many and varied parts, but that their
renewal, after a bruising life, was a matter which taxed neither
household resources nor parish economies. Of all domestic
vessels they were the most numerous and the least costly.
Elevated to ecclesiastical uses, they served principally as almsdishes, and this fact must account for a large proportion of the
number to be found in parish churches. Many of them still
collect the offerings of generous parishioners, a piece of silent
cloth at the bottom of the dish contributing privacy to the
contribution, longevity to the plate. Some of the higherclass specimens, emblazoned with the sacred monogram, were
elevated to the Communion table, where they did duty as patens.
A third use, discovered in a churchwarden's account of the
Church of St. Michael in Bedwardine, "neere the Cit tie of
Worster in the County and Dioces of Worster, taken the
eightwenty day of May An. Dom. I64I," affords yet another
explanation of their great number.
" Two fflagon pewter pottes for the Wine at the Coion, the
one Pottle, the other three pints.
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"Two Pewter Plates to sett under the said fflagon upon Patens.
the Coion Table to preserve the Cloth & Carpett from spillings
of wine."
This latter entry relieves a much-congested question, a
puzzle that has many times turned archreology into insomnia.
The duties of alms-dishes, of patens, explained in part the situation, but the supernumerary plates, waiting in numbers to be
relieved of the charge of trespass-here we have their justification, the explanation of their domicile within Church precincts:
to sett under the said fflagon.
A very
natural, indeed obvious, use, but evidently too commonplace
an explanation for eyes questing for subtle revelation.
The pewter paten did not follow the many variations of
its silver model. The latter included the ordinary plate, the
circular salver on foot, the small square tray on four feet,
the paten on baluster stem, the cover-paten and the low paten
with cover surmounted by a cross, resembling a dwarf ciborium.
The Romanist reproductions, which included chalices with
covers fenealed with crosses-in reality ciboria-were probably
of Laudian influence. The only existing pewter patens are
those of pre-Reformation date-small, circular, with central
depression to fit the chalice and hold the wafer-bread for the
priest-and the two specimens of post-Reformation origin:
the ordinary pewter plate, with or without wide rim, and the
paten on foot. Of the first it is safe to believe that when the
ordinary plate was designed, especially for paten use, it had
usually a wide rim, and, on occasion, was emblazoned with the
sacred monogram. Its narrow-rimmed confrere graduated, no
doubt, direct from domestic service. The paten on foot, tazzasalver, salver-paten or bread-holder, as it was variously called,
entered the Church during the seventeenth century, and was
domestic of origin. There is, I know, a pious tenacity of claiming for it an ecclesiastical nature, but this is not the case.
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Patens.

Domestically, the paten-on-foot was what might be called a
peripatetic piece, and was destined to "round" the table as a
salver-a waiter, in ordinary parlance. Relieved of its touring
responsibilities, it served as a coaster on which to rest the drinking-cup, porringer, tankard, etc. Its appearance coincided with
the reign of Charles II.; its disappearance with that of the
second George. During Cromwell's tenure of office and the
reigns of Charles II. and James II., large dishes on a central
foot were found in combination with covered caudle-cups, and
were used both for rose-water dishes and as stands for cups.
The old alms-dish survives in considerable numbers, and
is to be found in wood as well as in brass and pewter. The
most interesting example of the latter is the Scotch specimen,
which contains a cup or receptacle in the centre of the dish for
holding the coins of higher value. This cup would correspond
in place to the elevated boss in the centre of the pewter salver,
bearing the coat-of-arms in heraldic colours. Of these time
produces a gradually increasing number. The first Pewter
Exhibition of I904 revealed the existence of two fine specimens,
said to have been made "with others" for the express use of
Charles 1. At the last exhibition (I908) this number had
increased to four exhibits, and several other specimens have
since come unexpectedly to public notice. As in the case of
other domestic vessels, the salver also found its way into
Church precincts, where it served as an alms-dish. In
several of the churches in the City of London there are
" a considerable number of alms-dishes made of pewter; and
a set of four made in the early part of the XVII. century,
at St. Katherine Cree, and one at St. Olave, Hart Street, with
centre bosses decorated with the Royal Arms in enamel, are
especially interesting. The boss of one of the St. Katherine
Cree dishes is decorated with the Prince of Wales' feathers,
and the letters C. P. This church, it will be remembered, was
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consecrated by Archbishop Laud when he was Bishop of London, Patens.
and very likely these dishes were presented by Charles I. . . .
St. Alban, Wood Street, has four pewter dishes made in the
middle of the XVIII. century, also decorated with the Royal
Arms in enamel on the bosses."*
In the parish church (St. Mary) of Mildenhall, Suffolk, there
are also two pewter salvers with central bosses in enamel bearing
the coat-of-arms of Charles I., the Royal initials C.R., and the
date 1648. These are now used as alms-dishes.
To those who know it matters not, but to those who, in
ignorance, cling to the belief that all that is used in churches
must be of ecclesiastical origin, it is a painful duty to have to
insist that since the Reformation almost every branch of Churchplate has been supplied from domestic sources, and, in certain
cases, the pieces have presumably served domestic wants
before their transfer to Church precincts. Chalices that once
were cups, patens that served as plates, flagons that may have
poured both water and wine, alms-dishes, basons, porringers,
etc., did double duty, on board and Communion table, and for
the reason that the rubrics of the Reformed Church did
not demand an invariable adherence to ecclesiastical models.
This latitude must owe its origin to that clause in the
Communion Service of the first Prayer Book of Edward VI.,
which reads :
" Then shall the minister take so much Bread and Wine,
as shall suffice for the persons appoynted to receive the holy
Communion, laiying the bread upon the corporas, or els in the
paten, or in some other comely thyng, prepared for the purpose.
And puttying ye wine into the Chalice, or els in some faire or
conveniente cup.
The italicised words represent the open door through which
* "Com. Plate of the Churches in the City of London," by Edwin
Fresbfield, jun ., 1894.

Patens.

passed the numerous pieces of domestic plate which in many
parts of England still minister to ecclesiastical needs.
In the Catholic Church the alternative was never allowed
wjth chalice or paten, but we do find in early wills, "bestcapes," cloaks, etc., left to be t ransformed into vestments;
jewels, gold and silver plate, to be melted down for the making
of monstrances, ciboria, etc. Perhaps the most remarkable
bequest was the gift of Petronella, Countess of Leicester, who
gave her beautiful hair, from which was to be suspended the
silver sanctuary lamp of St. Mary of the Meadows, the Abbey
Church of Leicester.
To the sensitive mind there is, no doubt, a disturbing effect
in the ecclesiastical use of personal belongings; but if the
transfer be understood in the light of the intention of the donor,
much of the repugnance, if I may use so strong a term, will,
of necessity, disappear. The mental attitude of him who gives,
and the understanding of Him who receives, must of necessity
supernaturalise both giver and gift. This is equally true of
Catholic and Protestant. And if the clause in the Prayer Book
of Edward VI. is responsible for a certain confusion of domestic
and ecclesiastical vessels, it must also be admitted that it enabled
the beneficent parishioner to take from his private plate pieces
of special beauty or interest to celebrate, perhaps, a beloved date,
an event of importance, to pay a debt, possibly, of gratitude,
calling for eager consummation. Repentance also has opened
the hand of generosity, and chalices may still be pouring atonement for transgressions unrecorded but in the Book of Life.

CHAPTER

XII

A RETROSPECT*

IT is a matter of interest, both to the historian and to the lover A
of pewter, that The Worshipful Company of Pewterers, if it has Retrospect.
outlived its trade usefulness, represented at one time " one of
the most important industries in the Country, and was fostered
and controlled by more Royal Charters and legislative enactments than were the majority of the City Companies." Mr.
Welch, in his admirable" History of The Pewterers' Company,"
tells us that " the earliest information of importance respecting
the Company is to be found in the Ordinances for the year 1348.
The Company is described as the Craft of Pewterers, t and the
Ordinances deal exclusively with matters relating to the trade.
In the ancient oath, which bears every evidence of being at
least as old as these Ordinances, there is associated with the
Craft, the Brotherhood of the Assumption of Our Lady. The
main object of the regulations of 1348 was to enforce a high
* " History of The Pewterers' Company," by Charles Welch, F .S. A. (I90z).
t "The style or titl e of ' Craft of Pewterers ' was retained until I5 z8-9,
when it was altered to ' Craft or Mystery.' In I546-7, the' Mystery' usurps
the place of the' Craft,' the style being' Master of the Mistery of Pewterers and
Wardens of the same Craft or Mystery.' The modern designation of ' Company'
appears casually in I54Z-3, bu t was first formally adopted in I569-70, when the
style runs' Master of the Companye and Mysterye and Warden of the same
Crafte or Mysterie.' The terms Mystery and Craft final ly disappear in I6II-I 2,
from which date the style is ' The Company of Pewterers.' "
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standard of quality and workmanship upon makers of English
RetJ>ospeet. pewter, a reputation for which it has ever since been the aim of
the Company to maintain. In 1451, the series of Audit Books
begins, and opens to us a mine of valuable information. The
accounts were extremely simple at this early period, the receipts
consisting chiefly of fees paid for admission to the Craft, fines,
payment for quarterage, and gifts and bequests. The total
receipts for 1451-2 were £39 4s. IId. The payments amounted
to 46s. IId., and included money given to alms-men, expenses
of attendance in the Lord Mayor and Sheriff's Processions to
Westminster, and of attendance at the Grey Friars on their
annual election day, which was the feast of the Assumption of
the Blessed Virgin. The Hall of another great monastery, that
of the Austin Friars, was used with its offices for the great annual
feast, and for the ordinary business of the Fellowship.
The need of State protection and authority was soon
felt, to enable the governing body to supervise with effect all
matters connected with the trade, the concerns of its mt!mbers,
and the control or prohibition of foreign imports. Both Parliament and the King himself were approached with a view of
obtaining such powers in 1461-2, soon after Edward IV.'s
accession to the throne. The usual methods of promoting legislation in those days, namely, by handsome gifts to high officers
of State and their subordinate officials, were freely em;>loyed
by the Pewterers, but as it appears, without much success until
1473. In this year, the thirteenth of his reign, Edward IV.
granted the Company their first charter, containing a license to
Peter Bishop, William Large and Thomas Langtoft, the then
Master and Wardens of the Craft, to found to the honour of
God and of the Virgin Mary, a fraternity or perpetual guild of
one Master, two Wardens, and Commonalty of the Mistery of
Pewterers. Besides the legal benefits of incorporation thus
secured, the Company was granted the important right of search
II
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for false wares, not only within the City and suburbs, but A
throughout all England, and the King's officers were enjoined Retrospect.
to give them every assistance for this purpose. These extended
powers resulted in the addition to the ranks of the Company of
many country pewterers, who were hospitably entertained when
their business brought them to London. The Company took
its part with the other Guilds in the various municipal duties
and ceremonials, as well as by subscribing its full quota in
all contributions of money or men required by various monarchs
from the City of London. A confirmatory Charter was granted
to it by Edward IV. on 14th April, 1478.
" The Company now took measures to provide themselves
with a Hall, and after inspecting various sites, selected that on
which the Hall now stands in Lime Street. The building
appears to have been commenced in 1475, but was not finished
till twenty years later. Attached to it was a garden with a
vinery and bowling green. When the Hall was finished, the.
Company ceased to hold their meetings at the Friaries. The
annual religious service was transferred in 1495-6 from the Grey
Friars to the Church of All Hallows, Lombard Street, and the
annual banquet and other festivities now took place at the Hall,
where the business of the Company was also transacted, thus no
longer necessitating the use of apartments at the Austin Friars.
"The Yeomanry, or Freemen, had a separate organization of
their own, under a Master and three Wardens chosen from the
Livery of the Company. With this was united, as in the Company itself, a religious association. It was known as the
Fraternity of St. Michael the Archangel, the annual festival of
which was also held in the Church of All Hallows, Lombard
Street.
" In 1503-4 the Company succeeded in procuring an important
Act of Parliament giving them much-needed powers for the
suppression of abuses in the trade, one of its clauses providing
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that all Pewterers should put their mark or 'touch' upon
Retrospect. their goods. This statute, with some amending and confirmatory Acts, continued, for the next three centuries, to be the
Company's principal instrument of authority, and was as such
reprinted and widely distributed so late as the year 1741. The
Charter of Edward IV. was confirmed by Henry VII. in 1504-5
and by other Charters of Inspeximus granted by Henry VIII. ,
Philip and Mary, and Queen Elizabeth. An important Act
was also passed in the year 1503-4, forbidding any of the Companies to make ordinances or bye-laws until their draft had been
approved by certain high officers of State on behalf of the Crown.
The Pewterers' Company accordingly submitted their bye-laws
for confirmation in 1522. This important document embraces
the whole constitution of the Company, mcluding its trade
control and internal organization. The Company possessed
a grant of arms in 1473, the date of their incorporation, as
appears from their seal. The grant was confirmed by Thomas
Benolt, Clarencieux King of Arms, on 26th May, 1533. This
document is well preserved, but the earlier grant or grants have
unfortunately disappeared.
"The minutes of the Court of Assistants commence in
155I, and from this date a much clearer view of the history and
proceedings of the Company is obtainable."
Mr. Welch's work on The Pewterers' Company is not only
one of historic, but of psychological importance. A chronicle of
technical data of greatest value, it also introduces to the reader
an insight of the quaint personality of the time-of the times,
I should say, for the work is a minute record of over four hundred
years. It presents a history of the corporate life of the Company,
and includes a chronological evolution of official diction, changes
of letters, numerals, methods of book-keeping, etc., during that
long period of time. Interspersed with the business records are
historic events of frequent occurrence, which lend a processional,
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indeed a dramatic, value to the work.
The Coronation A
Pageants of Henry VII., Henry VIII., Anne Boleyn, Anne of Retrospect.
Cleves, Elizabeth, James 1., Charles II., give us a glittering view
of those pompous affairs, "the livery companies, as usual,
lining the greater part of the route, each Company (The Pewterers
being fourteenth in order) in proper precedence attending its
stand." And when proceeding by water, as in the case of Queen
Elizabeth, from Whitehall to the Tower, we see the Sovereign
attended by the Lord Mayor and Corporation, and all the
crafts of the City, in their barges. Pageants, indeed, they must
have been: Sovereign, Court and Crafts gliding sumptuously
up the river Thames, the banks lined with loyal subjects, adding
holiday enthusiasm to the stirring strains of martial music.
And the incidental preparations for those great shows!
I479-80; Itm payde to the Bargemen for a barge and their laboure
with other castes when my lady margaret went oversee
xij s .
J 48o-I:
Itm payde for frenge (to stremers for Barge) viij s.
Itm payde to the peyntours wyfe for sowying xvj d.
Itm payde for ale ij d. For lace to make poynts or
bows for hats iiij d.
I484-5: !tm paide for bote hyre atte the Burying of the quene
iiij d .
I620-1: Pd. for goeing through Bridge to see the Bardge &' given
to them that trymed it xix d.

Trivial, but necessary details, revealing what the French so
aptly term le decousu des choses, the incongruous mixture which
goes to make up the dazzling exterior of great events. The
Company also took its part with the other Guilds in the various
municipal duties and ceremonies. A number of well-dressed
and well-mounted men attended on horseback, and" whifflers,"
furnished from the Yeomanry, kept the streets clear of the crowd.
In times of war, detachments drawn also from the Yeomanry
were fitted out by the Company, fully equipped with clothes
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and arms. For the latter purpose a store of armour' was kept
Retrospect. at the Hall, and the services of an armourer were employed to

keep it in good condition. Their presence was also required
in Royal and Civil pageants, but their attendance in their stands
and in the procession on Lord Mayor's Day became somewhat
irregular towards the beginning of the' eighteenth century, for
which they were more than once called to account by the Court
01 Aldermen.
Pd. to the Kyng for his subcide

xxjs.x.d.

an entry during the year 1541-2, records the Company's first
payment of a Royal subsidy. This was but the thin edge of
the Royal wedge, which, together with other ceremonial responsibilities, split, in the end, the Company's financial exchequer.
But if the costly attendance at pageants was compulsory, and
Royal favour a qnestion of expensive purchase, the appetite
of the Company for banquets, feasts, etc., was a matter of
diaphragmatic indulgence: deliberate, determined, a matter
which, if it filled the" middle-pocket," helped to empty the
corporate purse. The annual banquets-elaborate affairswere attended by all the members, including the poorest of the
Yeomanry with their wives. A pageant followed, for which
" play-pence" were collected. The Quarter Day dinners were
more exclusive affairs, and were attended only by the Livery.
But the Yeomanry, not to be outdone in gastronomic importance,
had also their feasts, and their special festival at Michaelmas.
These banquets were all held at the Company's Hall, which
was begun in 1475, but was not finished until the end of the
century. Seyeral times it was destroyed by fire-cormorant
of historic tenements I-but it is satisfactory to know that
the present structure occupies the site of the original building,
The Hall invites interest, not only on account of its architectural
value, but for the reason that it was the" real centre of the
craftsman's daily life. They were to attend there in clean apparel
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and without aprons. Amusements were allowed, but games of A
chance, e.g., shove-groat, were strictly forbidden." The Hall Retrospect.
had also indignities to endure. For weddings and dinners it
was let to outsiders. As a source of income it played many
parts.
In the matter of surveillance, the authority of the Company
over members was not only absolute, but quaint. Journeymen
and apprentices were kept strictly under their masters' eye.
They were not allowed to be away on Sundays until after Evensong, and were then not to indulge in unlawful sport. "Apprentices and even journeymen were punished by whipping for
various offences, and this was usually inflicted in the Hall and
in open Court." Members of the Company were forbidden to
go to law with each other under pain of a fine, but were obliged
to lay their cases before Master and Wardens. What a famine
in the legal ranks, what a stampede for pastures new, could
this old conservative practice suddenly return! Quainter
still: "Disputants were often sentenced to dine or sup together,
accompanied by their wives." What silent meals! Vis-a-vis
disputants, glowering, bolting their food in speechless haste.
And yet-perhaps not silent-" accompanied by their wives" !
The Company's solicitude for the maintenance of good
conduct concerned itself with smallest details. "Agreed and
ordayned that every Journeyman having no reasonable excuse
to the contrary, and under pain of VId, should waite upon the
Master and Wardens of the Yeomanry" (as did the Yeomanry
upon the Livery) " at all offerings as well as householders, being
lawfully warned by the Beadle, and that the said Journeyman
as soon as he break up from the said Master and Wardens and
Company doo straytwaye Repayre home to their Masters and
not goo to any Tavern or Ale-house. If on going to the' offering' he shall use himself unreverently, unhonestly, or unseemly
among the Company shall pay for each offence VIs. 8d."
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Conservatism and the preservation of morals were also
Retrospect. special missions of The Worshipful Company. The regulation
of prices was under corporate control; competition was kept
under strict surveillance; it was forbidden under pain of fine
to tempt custom from other members; to" run down" the
wares of a fellow-worker was a punishable offence; to work at
night was strictly forbidden, not only for the reason that the
result of night work was considered unsatisfactory, but the
strain of artificial light detrimental to the eyes. This special
ordinance had also in view a constant vigilance and control of
the working members of the craft. The old Spanish proverb,
" The eye of the master fattens the horse," had a special application in the ruling of the Courte of July 8th, 1555, WhICh compelled members to work in their shop-fronts, Robert Wylkinson
being ordered "not after Mighelmas daye next comyng to
worke pre:vely in his backhouse but openly in a shop to the
sight of all men comyng therebye."
Fines were impartially inflicted upon all, not excepting
Master and Wardens; and if money could not be obtained,
the Company distrained on tools, ware, or even dress and liverygown. If the offender were a liveryman, he was on occasion
sentenced to be deprived of his hood, thus losing the privilege
of his livery. Among punishments for making bad ware was
that of striking a new" touch" with the addition of the current
year. In gross cases of fraud, the offender was summarily sent
to prison" at the Compter." That was indeed taking the law
into one's own hands. If our present clogged channels of justice
could only be cleared by re-investing the City Companies with
their old right to legislate and punish offenders, what a blessing
to the congested public, and to the legal profession- what
dismay!
The conservatism of The Pewterers' Company is best illustrated by its quaint adherence to primitive methods, to shutting
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the door to any improvement or development in the process A
of manufacture.
"Innovations were strictly repressed, Retrospect.
including t engines,' or other contrivances for superseding
manual labour." A departure from recognised shapes was
forbidden, except by express permission of the Company; the
ornamentation of pewter, gilding, etc., was promptly arrested
by the aid of fines. But the interests of business were not
alone the subjects of corporate consideration. Individual
behaviour, questions of dress, of toilet, entered also into the
paternal programme; and we read of an apprentice who wore
" unseemly haire," and was ordered to have it cut off. Tonsorial
ethics ! One can, even at this remote distance of time, seem to
hear the rapturous concordance of the entire Worshipful Company
of Barbers on this particular point-on this particular head.
It is evident, however, that the corporate responsibilities were
not all the result of solicitude, not all sought after or self-imposed.
There were cares as well, firmly established worries to contend
with. In the middle of the sixteenth century we note that
" the ladies continued to give trouble when invited to the entertainments at the Hall." Continued! How many centuries,
prior centuries, may they not have disturbed by their-shall
I say, loquacity ?-and by their charms!
But if "the ladies" proved a solicitude, they were also
considered important enough to be admitted as members of
the Company, members not only of the religious fellowship
connected with the Guild, but also of the Craft itself. We read
in a seventeenth century entry: "At the same Court Katherine
Wetwood, daughter of Humphrey Wetwood of London,
Pewterer, was sworn and made free by the Testimony of the
Master and Wardens of the Merchant Taylors' Company, and
of two silk weavers, that she was a virgin and twenty one years
of age. She paid the usual patrimony fine of 9s. zd." Troubles
of a pugilistic nature fell also to the lot of the Company. An
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entry in the year 1599-1600 informs us that: "At this court
Retrospect. wheras ther hath byne a controversy betwyxt Wm Webbe &
, Roger glover, & the Anger pended so fare that it came to blowes
& Wm Webbe had a tooth stroke out of his heed the court
]uggeth Roger glover to give in recompense to the house XX s.
of lawful money for the brech of ordennance." How the right
of possession in "Wm Webbe's" tooth became vested in the Company-" the house "-is not explained in the minutes. It is
certain, however, that "Roger glover's" well-directed blow
brought twenty shillings to The Pewterers' exchequer. Whether
the unremunerated Webbe ground his remaining teeth with
rage is also a matter of unrecorded history.
Charity, generosity, were cares that the Company did not
overlook. Sums of money were often given to widows of poor
members; funeral expenses were frequently and sympathetically paid for those overtaken by death in financial
embarrassment; and in common with other City Companies,
stores of wheat were held in readiness for the poor, at ordinary
prices, in times of scarcity. Funerals were attended by the
members of the Company, and these " were generally followed
by a feast." Whether these repasts were intended as restoratives to cheer is not definitely known.
The idea entertained by some antiquarians of our own day,
that pewter, from earliest times, was used only by those" sitting
below the salt," is confronted by a sixteenth century entry
(1574-5) "given by waie of remembrance to the three Barons
of the Exchequer, 6 dozens of Trenchers of fyne pewter, amounting to xx s." Mr. Welch adds that" all the well-to-do members
of the trade kept a stock ·of t feast-vessels: which they lent on
hire to noblemen and other wealthy persons, and to public
bodies for use at great banquets." These counter-claims are
furthermore emphasised by the fact that persons of high distinction often requested membership of The Pewterers' Company
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for their friends. In 1586 Sir Walter Raleigh asked such a favour A
on behalf of Isaac Tucker; and instances occur of the admission Retl'ospect.
to the Brotherhood of persons not connected with the trade,
among others: Lord William Howard, the Lord Chamberlain;
Mr. Stukeley and his wife, benefactors of the Company; Sir
Peter Warryson, an ecclesiastic, afterwards nominated to the
office of Warden .
Another popular error is the belief that the chronological
record of the " touches" of the Company was destroyed in one
of the fires that consumed, at different times, Pewterers' Hall.
This is not the case. "Most of the early marks are very small,
and contain only the maker's initials, thus making it impossible
to identify the mark with certainty, although the list of members
of the Company extend back to the middle of the XV. century.
. The records are disappointing. They do not include
any register of makers' marks, nor do the Accounts contain
receipts for registration fees. It is probable therefore that
this registration was of the simplest character and consisted
merely of imposing the maker's mark upon the touch plates
at Pewterers' Hall." This is an incongruous fact, certainly
at variance with those principles of precision, conservatism,
order, which so characterised the habits of the ancient Company.
" Only five touch-plates have been preserved, the earliest dating
from the middle of the XVII. century." It is obvious that
the Pewterers did not foresee the decline of their Company nor
the antiquarian importance that must result from a complete
decay of their ways and wares, otherwise a careful chronology
of the marks would have been their legacy to the pewter-loving
world of to-day. "Apres moi le deluge" is a sentiment more
applicable to the individual than to a corporate institution;
and one feels justified in expressing surprise at this careless
oversight. It will be argued that every piece of marked character
proclaims its date by virtue of its shape, composition, etc.
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This is only true of the "period" it represents. It might
Retrospect. be a late copy of an early piece; and the omission of a
distinguishing mark not only tries the satisfaction of the
genuine collector, but confirms the practice among undistinguished amateurs of antedating their "discoveries."
"The benefit of the doubt "-here we have it in its most
spurious application; a practice which is successful in
increasing the vanity of the possessor, but not the antiquity
of the piece.
Perhaps the most extraordinary feature in the history of
The Pewterers' Company is its unrecorded attitude towards
the Reformation. An association founded under the special
protection of the Blessed Virgin, whose prestige was threatened
by the Reformation, linked with an associate Company dedicated to St. Michael the Archangel, both rigid in their religious
observance of the Catholic faith-there is not a word in the records
of the Company of any solicitude on their part during the
threatening time which preceded the Reformation, not an
expression of opinion, criticism, or condemnation of that great
tide which suddenly swept away their adherence to preReformation doctrine. Merely an entry of the last Mass
celebrated in 1546, on "oure Ladye daye," and a record
of the first annual religious service, on reformed lines,
performed on election day, "the sonday before or lady
daye th assuptio," of the year 1548-9. These two entries
are all that the records contain of the Company's attitude
towards a movement which struck at the very root of
its religious belief, the practice of which was intimately
associated with its corporate existence. It would have
been interesting had the records contained some indication
of the personal feeling of the Company concerning this momentous
volte-face . Perhaps their silence was their protest. A more
active resentment might have cost them the loss of Royal favour,
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perhaps the loss of their charter.
Mr. Welch's comments on both:

I give the two entries and A
Retrospect.

1546- 7 Itm payde at dyrige and masse on owre ladye daye, to
the Curate viij d, to the Decon vj d, to ij condute viij d ., to ij preste
viij d., to the Sexton iiij. Itm to the clar k for syngynge the higbe
masse in pryckesonge and for his dyrige and masse of Requyem
iij s. iiij d. Itm pd to the churche wardens for the occupyinge of
theyre Ornamente xx d. Itm pd for spyce Breade iij s. vj d.
Itm pd for a chese xj d. Itm pd for a kylderkyn of good ale ij s·
Itm for ij half pownde tapers viij d.
. xiiij s. xj d.

Mr. Welch remarks: "This is the last record of the religious
celebration at Allhallows, Lombard Street, on ' our ladye daye
Assumpcion' with the full ritual of pre-Reformation times.
Compare with the above the details of the service held in 1548-<)."
1548- 9. Chargs at alhallowes in lumberd strete the sonday
before or ladydaye thassuptio. Itm pd to the Curat of the sayde
churche for takying paynes at the communyon iiij d. Itm pd to the
clar ke for hym and other syngers at the comunion iij s. iiij d·
Itm pd to the churchwardens for Ocupyinge of theyre Ornaments
xx d.
v s. iiij d.

Mr. Welch observes: "This is the first record of the annual
religious festival on election day in Reformation times, and
its baldness must have afforded a striking contrast to the
splendour of the older ceremonial; even the modest meal of
buns and spiced ale disappears."
If politics, banqueting, charity and the maintenance of
morals occupied the vigilant attention of the Company, material
interests, which concerned its welfare or aggrandisement,
were never overlooked. "Custom required new brethren to
present a silver spoon," of an ounce and more, " and the officers
of the Yeomanry to give silver bowls, or nests of cups." This
shrewd regulation contributed an ever-growing store of plate,
which increased in the same ratio the social or festal importance
of the Company. The repeated presentations of spoons afford
also an interesting evidence that they were the principal " table
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implement" then in use. But this accumulation of plate
Retrospect. was, unfortunately, not of long duration. As early as the end
of Elizabeth's reign" it became necessary to sell plate to comply
with the royal demands for financial aid." And this brings
us within regrettable sight of the gradual decline of The Pewterers'
Company. A conspiracy of circumstances was to harass for
years its movements, administration, progress, and in the end
to work its downfall. "Loans were required for the crown from
an early perjod "; subsidies were imposed; municipal contributions grew more numerous; presents had to be given ;
and " the long roll of Charters is explained by the pressure put
upon them to procure a renewal of their' Corporation' at the
beginning of each new reign." The latter-a shameless extortion by the Crown-was a frequent drain upon the Company's
resources. and together with other expenditures: costly pageants.
the maintenance of companies of dragoons, of " gunnars, bowe
men, bylle men," to bolster the King's cause, to carry on war,
Royal disputes with foreign kings, caused in the end a serious
embarrassment of its financial resources. But the real cause
of the decline of the Company was the gradual loss of its trade
control. The ultimate supplanting of pewter by Britannia
ware was the coup de grace that made of the great Company a
lifeless organisation. "The trade control was first seriously
weakened by the discontinuance of country searches." During
the frequent visitations of the Plague-;-1563, 1602, 1625 and
1665-and during the Civil War they were of necessity
abandoned; and it is probable that those periods of dormant
authority sowed the seed of final revolt. During what may be
called" the later Stuart period," two important changes took
place, viz., " the gradual extinction of the separate organisation
of the Yeomanry, and the revolt of the country pewterers
against the supervision of the London Company. The Fraternity of St. Michael disappeared at the Reformation, and with
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it went the strongest bond of union which the Yeomanry pos- A
sessed. There only remained the Master and the Wardens Retrospect.
of the Yeomanry, officers who were chosen from the Livery
and who were always trying by fine-or otherwise-to escape
from their unwelcome duties. The Country Searches being
unprofitable and a frequent cause of legal disputes, the Company
became lax in the control of the country trade, with the result
that country pewter became rapidly inferior, to the detriment
both of the public and of the Londori trade." How rapidly
came the inevitable disintegration is recorded in a pathetic
entry of the year I7 I O-II. A special court was held on
January 22nd to consider measures for the improvement of the
trade "weh is now reduced to a verry deplorable condicion in
this Kingdom and in fforreign parts." A confession of decadence. A surrender of corporate dignity, authority, importance.
It was a long, hard, losing fight, against bewildering odds:
time, jealousy, extortion, changes of fashion, debts, authority
out of hand, all conspiring to wreck the vitality of the Company,
to extinguish the last spark of esprit de corps which for struggling
years kept alive the forces of a great but moribund institution.
It must not be supposed, however, that because they have
become mOlibund as far as their trade control is concerned,
many of the old Companies have lost their raison d' etre. On
the contrary, a number of them, e.g., the Fishmongers, Goldsmiths, Clothworkers, Leathersellers, Stationers, Apothecaries,
Turners, Spectacle-makers, Plumbers and others are doing
excellent work in their own line, and the rest, for the most part,
find a very useful application of their funds in contributions
to the City and Guilds of London Institute, and to other schemes
of technical education. Their munificent contributions to
research, higher education and charitable institutions need
no comment here.
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CHAPTER Xln
ENTOURAGE

Entourage.

What a comprehensive term! How subtle,
how reasonable its mission. how favourable not only for the
happy development of artistic impulse but for the proper
exposition of any work of art. And for the want of stimulating
surroundings how often does the initial idea falter, and the
result of inspired effort lose its physiognomy in the blight of
unsympathetic environment. Indeed, the output of all creative
effort, if it has its source in inspiration, owes its existence also
to the gradual or instantaneous influence of entourage. And
this is equally true of him who repudiates absorption from
externals, for isolation is an entourage as subtle and effective
as is the companionship of exciting surroundings. The scholar
who retires within himself has already absorbed from his entourage stores of thought, of observation, of digested knowledge,
which companion lum substantially during his solitary hours.
The student of Nature, per contra, gathers material and
enthusiasm from daily contact with actualities. To the
inanimate world the law of harmony applies in the same relative
degree. Incapable of action, of self-help, they still embodythings of beauty-the living soul of him who fashioned them,
and cry out mutely, indeed pathetically, for surroundings
ENTOURAGE.
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which invite a confident display of their charms. Else all is Entourage.
discord or bruised harmony. I have seen a bit of Chelsea on
an oaken dresser shrink with almost human understanding.
Reverse the order: a Jacobean cupboard in a Louis XV. boudoir!
I cannot imagine which of the two would be the more injured
commentator, the pouting protest of gold leaf and dainty line
or the embarrassed hauteur of the dark stranger. Yet within
their own proper domain the world beautiful could not afford
the loss or maltreatment of either. Maltreatment-that is the
term, the transgression; indeed, the sin and rehibution in one.
And the more refined the single specimen, the more delicate its
personality, the greater need of a milieu of apposite relation.
If this be true of the exquisite, how much more so of the work
of humble hands. I was asked the other day what I thought
of housing a collection of pewter in London. I must acknowledge
that the question itself-or, rather, the shock due to its anomaly
-should have provoked the only possible answer. On the other
hand, I could not help but think, and say in the end, that if
the collector were a lover of pewter, surroundings might well
be ignored, that the knowledge to be acquired by an indulgence
of the hobby be not jeopardised or lost. There is the further
argument that services of pewter were often used in London,
as in many other towns throughout England, and that the
metropolis still contains seventeenth and eighteenth century
houses wherein pewter held pantry dominion. But these
habitations are but remnants of the past, and the modernity
of the London of to-day is too permanent and universal to admit
of the reinstallation of so humble a ware as pewter. And this
is as it should be. If a single specimen of delicate art be at a
disadvantage amid surroundings that are uncongenial to it,
fashionable or modernised quarters would but startle and
humiliate a family gathering of humble pieces. They would
hold, no doubt, the advantage over the solitary specimen87

Entourage. the comradeship of numbers contributing mutual support-

but they would soon grow embarrassed, and in the end would
only feel at home when the lights were out, the play of embers
burnishing their shy faces.
Among abuses: a row of pewter plates touring the top
of a dining-room wall may be an acrobatic feat, but the inspiration has no place in the mind of a collector in the true sense
of the term. From their exalted position-unless the top
shelf be a Campo Santo for imperfect pieces-they are asked
to do false duty, and are hopelessly beyond the reach of loving
hands. As well argue that the early French mode of inlaying
manorial rafters with designs in pewter was a branch of the art
of collecting domestic specimens of the same metal. No; if
the ware itself cannot be brought back to its original daily useand I do not sec why it should-give it at least an abode where
before exile it held early sway, and where the old surroundings
survive to offer it a familiar home-coming. But let it be in
some village or country nook, in some cottage or manor house ,
where the lowly service will not be snubbed by its silver peers,
where the gloss of chintz and the perfume of lavender still haunt
the panelled rooms, and where pantry and parlour have not
lost their old-world intercourse and mutual support.
To my mind-and it has occupied itself with many experiments-the shallow dresser, with shelves above, offers the
best resting-place for a collection of plates, dishes and chargers;
a few of the smaller culinary pieces, finding each its niche, in
the perpendicular recesses at both ends. For the rarer specimens-salts, spice-boxes, tankards, candlesticks, snuff-boxes,
caddies, etc.-I know of nothing as quietly effective as the
excavated recess in a deep wall; back, sides and shelves lined
with a coloured fabric to contribute a sympathetic background.
There is a finality about this mode of installation not to be
found in a perambulating show-case. The latter proclaims a
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certain ostentation, an obvious artificiality, undiscoverable in Entourage
the retired recess of an embrasured wall. Here, indeed, is a
shelter, a permanent home, while the show-case, at best, is but
a transparent prison-house. It must be admitted, however,
that whether in show-case or recessed wall, the accumulation
of many pieces in a limited space will have its grave disadvantages. Confusion must result, and, however well arranged the
specimens, the inspecting eye, embracing at a glance the entire
collection, plays at battledore and shuttlecock with each individual piece. Each specimen calls for manual examination,
all cry simultaneously for attention, study, appreciation, and
concentration becomes almost an impossibility. It is likeWIse
inevitable that, closely grouped, each piece should lose something of its individuality. If there be any doubt in the reader's
mind on this point, let him take from his congregated collection
any specimen of beauty or interest and place it in some spot
of quiet vantage. The result will be instantaneous. What
before formed but a portion of the entire collection, contributing, no doubt, to an ensemble which satisfied the uneducated
eye, and perhaps reconciled, through habit, the more discerning
one, becomes, as if by magic, a piece of special interest and
appeal. Line, shape, texture, composition, all of which were
lost or embarrassed by a confusion of surroundings, now assert
themselves with all the eloquence of harmonious combination,
and the piece is instinct with life, individuality, purpose. Put
it back into its unoccupied niche among its expatriated associates, and, as if the hand of Death had placed it there, it resumes
automatically its inanimate existence. A thing of beauty it
may still be, of interest, but without life, without expression.
Such is the subtle influence of environment. This is but natural.
Each specimen is the product of thought, care, patient labour;
and the appreciation of its qualities demands again thought,
opportunity, undisturbed leisure. Reason also contributes her
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Entourage. protest, and her reprimand makes it clear as well why all
" collections" are necessarily unsatisfactory. In his love of
beauty, or his desire for acquisition, the collector overlooks the
fact that each specimen was originally fashioned for some
particular need or use; and here they are, gathered together in
promiscuous array, denied their special office, spending and
ending their days in cabinet dilettantism. Obviously the only
satisfactory method is to acquire a few choice examples, and to
place them effectively, and at peaceful distances, in a room of
congenial size and character. A tour de la chambre would reveal
each piece separately, the precautionary isolation would prevent
confusion (or competition), and the tax on one's antiquarian
and appreciative powers would leave memory free to remember
each piece individually. The only exception where a close
congregation is advisable, indeed necessary, is where it is desired
to illustrate the evolution of some interesting specimen. In
a museum the conditions are different. Space is precious, and
the close location of pieces is often necessary for purposes of
classification and chronology. In one's own domain, if the
specimens are allowed to increase in number-and they do, with
all the subtlety and artfulness of the" antique " bacillusdifficulties and, what is more, responsibilities increase in the
same ratio. This is inevitable, and has been so ever since
the world began. The sad man in the Bible is perhaps the
oldest known victim of such complication. He had many
posseSSlOns.
Church pieces should be kept apart, not only because of
their consecrated use at some time of their existence, but for
the reason that, being ecclesiastical, they do not fraternise with
their domestic confreres. Flagons, lavers, fonts, alms-dishes,
chalices, patens, cruets-if any of the latter have survived the
Reformation-they form a family numerous enough to complete
a group of their own. Exceedingly rare, and rarer still now
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that the incumbents of churches are made aware of the law Entourage.
forbidding their sale, they deserve a place apart: some corner
sanctuary, where they may commune unrestrainedly among
themselves.
Perhaps the greatest pleasure I have experienced in my
association with pewter has been in acquiring pieces for friends ,
starting young lovers of the ware with the advantage of the
experience gained through my own initial failures. Beginners,
in their haste for acquisition, more than often accept what the
added knowledge of a few weeks must inevitably repudiate.
Standing on the threshold of an entirely novel experience they
are seized, or, rather, they surrender themselves eagerly to a
conspiring number of emotions: the desire for acquisition.
the excitement of the first plunge (which will lend a glamour to
even scrap-iron), subconsciously the pride of possession, the
acquired object already in view, the reputation of "connoisseur" buzzing at the ear-and the deed is done. Then
the aftermath: the gradual awakening with the growth of
knowledge, and, finally-the dust-heap. For there are no
means of disposing of one's failures, unless the courage of
a hardened collector inhabit the conscience of the beginner.
In such cases it has been considered advisable to forage
for another beginner, that by a judicious placing of the
peripatetic piece, knowledge may thus more quickly be
brought to his door. Time, knowledge, are of such vital
importance to the amateur! It is, however, a disappointing
process to advise the beginner; and to attempt to stem the
tide of his first enthusiasm, when he is running amuck
amid a whirl of incentives, is certainly to expose the person of
one's patience and friendship to what may be a mortal encounter.
But it is worth the trial; for if successful-starting as it does
the amateur on a higher plane of taste and judgmentone becomes at least the parent of his youth, of his early and
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Entourage. successful endeavours, and later-shall I say?- the grandparent of his ultimate renown.
Food for remembrance, this; a pipeful of gratification, of
consolation, when at evening, by the fireside, regrets of one's
own failures, of opportunities missed, invade the mind.
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CHAPTER XIV
THE CUSTODY OF PEWTER

THE question whether pewter should be kept bright or allowed The
to retain its dull appearance is so often a puzzle to the beginner Custody
that a few words on the subject will not be amiss. The answer of Pewter.
is emphatically in favour of a polished surface. And by
" polished" I mean a surface made bright by hand-rubbing.
This produces in time a quiet lustre only to be found in pewter,
and only to be obtained after long and persistent manipulation.
I make a special point of the latter fact, realising, as I do, that
the besetting sin of the beginner is impatience; impatience not
only in collecting, which guarantees the purchase of indifferent
or spurious specimens, but impatience in the desire to obtain
in a short and hurried time that polish which blooms from the
metal only in answer to long and persuasive handling. Failing
in patience, he applies to it some violent chemical or entrusts
it to the fiery maltreatment of a lathe. The result is the usual
penalty of haste: in removing the dulness or corrosion, the
surface and texture, indispensable features of beauty in the
metal, disappear likewise, leaving in their stead a garish brightness, offensive and palpably artificial. The lesson of haste
can, fortunately (or unfortunately), be as readily learned in
pewter as in ethics. There is no interruption t o the law of
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The
Nature in either. I am convinced that if the care of precious
Custody
objects were confined to the master alone, he, as well as the
of Pewter. objects themselves, would acquire a mutual intimacy and
advantage impossible in the hands of a delegated custodian.
In the case of pewter, since it is the subject of this little paper,
I would confidently advise the beginner to clean his own specimens. However unruly the hands at first, indolent or epicurean
of habit, it is only necessary to force them into the service of
the old and the beautiful, and they will acquire imperceptibly
that flaire of touch so indispensable an adjunct to the eye in
judging of the genuineness of things. Texture, balance, weight
are subtle factors of authenticity, and are only discoverable to
hands made intelligent by long and loving practice. If the
polishing of old metal be an arduous and slow task, it is also a
rewarding one, for it exposes gradually all the revelations of
progressive work; expectations, surprises, the discovery of
marks, initials, crests laid bare by persistent effort; the determination of questionable points at issue; the final stages which
lead, invariably, to a bright end. What greater satisfaction
than the first sight of the underlying brightness: the sixteenth,
seventeenth century peeping at last through vanishing layers
of incrustation.
It will be argued, as a matter of course, that the dull appearance of pewter provides an ocular proof of age. It may be so
to the amateur eye, but it is equally certain that no object
gathers authority from cumulative dirt; nor can the unkempt
specimen satisfy the artistic eye, always in quest of the beautiful.
Design, colour, texture, qualities of frequent and exquisite
occurrence in the old days, had obviously nothing to gain from
the incrustation of ages, nor could they escape the damaging,
indeed, obliterating, effects of careless custody. But perhaps
the simplest, and therefore the most convincing, argument is
the knowledge that , even in the remotest times, pewter was
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always kept in a bright condition. Archceology had no inter- The
course with the palate, and domestic utensils had perforce to Custody
be polished in order to be kept clean and sanitary. For of Pewter.
museum purposes it must be admitted that objects of art and
interest should in most cases be left untouched. The deposit,
the disfigurement even, of centuries adds a certain note of
grimness, of primitive use, of vague mystery, all of which go
to create that lonely atmosphere which haunts the vast and
silent homes of inanimate things. Each specimen stands there,
a chosen representative of its class, country, age, and need
borrow no added importance from careful custody. But for
domestic possession the glimmer of light, the flickE"r of flame
on polished surfaces, contribute a decorative animation too
companionable to be resisted or ignored. If any other argument
be needed to convince the more stubborn, it may be found in
the realm of psychology. The sense, the pride of possession,
if that ever be the raison d' etre for collecting, is never a permanent attitude of the mind, nor is it a worthy one. Add to
it the fact that the number of possible specimens in English
pewter is very limited, and the number of persons intelligently
familiar with the subject, and therefore capable of sharing
and stimulating the collector's enthusiasm, is more limited
still, the "mania" becomes a tete-a-tete intimacy between the
amateur and his specimens. If, therefore, they fail through
any reason to attract him, and he has reached the limit of discovery and possible knowledge of the subject, he need not look
for exterior influence to stimulate his waning interest. It is,
therefore, all the more necessary that a determined association
with the ware be maintained; that the interest be guarded by
study and observation, by weeding and substituting, by changes
and exchanges, both of specimens and of personally acquired
knowledge; that the care of the collection be not delegated to
another, and that the specimens themselves in their stages of
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progressive polish be turned occasionally to decorative purposes.
The "splash ot pewter" has often caught the observing, if
of Pewter. uneducated, eye, and to open the door of even modest knowledge to the unknowing is often to start afresh an interest that
may have reached the limits of quest and possession.
I give some examples of polished specimens in this volume
which have not, I trust, in their change of garb lost any of their
antiquarian dignity.
Custody
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Pia Ie xxvi.
1. Slende r Spoon , 6J in. long .
Of ver y early date; probab ly X IV. Century . Dug up in Cit y of
Lond on. 2 . Spoon, 6 jtin. long, wit h th in stem a nd sm all six-sided Imop. XIV.-XV . Centuri es . Dug
up in Cit y o f London.
3. Spoon with hexagona l handl e an d po meg ranate knop ; 6in. lon g; sim il a r
on e in So uth l( en sington M use um ; m a rk- a fle ur-d e-lys in bead ed circle stamped in b owl.
XV . Century . D ug up at vVestminst er.
4- Maidenhead Spoon , 6~ i n. long, wit h fi g-sh a ped bowl. The
head-d ress was on ly worn between q .IO and 1430.
A ra re s hape, not fo un d a mong olJ silve r spoons .
XV. Century ; no m a rie Similar s pecimen s in South K en sington a nd B ri tish Muse ums . 5. Ea rly s lI p-top
Spoon, with fig- sh a ped bo wl, 5*in. lon g, wit h tapering hand le. Du g up in Bristol. L ate XV. Century ;
mark-a s tar in C I rcle, stam ped on bowl. 6. Apostle Spoon, 6}1,1. long. wit h h exagona l stem. T o uch
stamped in b owl, partly illegible. X VI. Cen t ury .

)
/

Plate xxvii

Spoon. 6:}in. long ; h and le of oval sect ion with a corn knop.
D ug up in City of London.
XV I. Century . TOllc h sta mped ia bowl is p a rtl y ill eg ible: a Maltese Cross in bead ed circle.
2 . Simil a r Spoon. 6 }in. lon g. of heav ier m a ke .
Touch s tampcd in bowl cons ist s of initials R.B .
XV I. Centur y . Fo und in W a rwickshire . 3. A Maid ens urmounted b y flying bird in beaded circle.
head Spoon. 6j}in. long, sh owing traces of gilding . xvi Cen t ury .
Tou ch-crown ed Tudor rose
stamped in bow l.
4. Spoon, 6~· in. long, with Ile xagon <1. 1 s tem, and s ix-s ided knop 0 1 e l<lga n t shape.
To uch sta mped in bowl: initials N .B. s urm o unted by a card in a l's hat in bead ed circ le . XV I. Cent ury .
Found in City of London . 5. Spoon. 6Fn. long, wit h a lmost .. irc ula r stem ending in a baluster Imop;
of Renaissance character. XV I. Centur y; no mark.
6 . Spoon, 6~- in . lon g, with he xago na l hand le
Tou ch
a nd baluster knop of oval section. Bow l un us ua ll y ftg s haped for thi s date of s poon.
sta mped in bowl: ini tia ls 1.'1:-{. in circle . Dug UD in London.
1.

>-<
l;.l

c

Plate xxviii.

Stump-end Spoon , Jin. long, possibly foreign.
Maker's touch in bowl: a crown ed flow er with
initia ls I.L. In arldition is The Merchant:;' Guild Ma rk, also stamped in bowl. Earl y XVII . Centurv.
2 . Diminutive Spoon, 3~ in. lon g, with h exagon a l h a n d le and acorn lmop.
An illegible touch on face
of h andle just a b ove bo wl. Early XVII. Century . 3 . Slip-top Spoon , 6~ in. long, sh owing traces of
g ilding. Tou ch stan'lped in bowl: two k eys with initi als R.A. in beaded circle. Earl y XVII . Century .
4 . Apostle Spoon. 71,in. long, with nimbus . The increased len gth of th e spoon of t his date is rem a rk a ble.
Tou ch in bowl indist in ct. Early XVII. Century . 5· Balust er seal-top Spoon, 7i~'l. long, of first h a lf
of XVII . Cen t ury . Tbis type is rarely found in p ewter; n ea rl y a ll the examples a re fl attcr. The
to uch stamped in bowl is indistinct: p ossibl y a boar's h ead in an oval b eaded circle. 6. P uritan
Spoon, 7±in. lon g, wi th fiat h andle and round ed end. Bowl oval. Tou ch stamped in bowl: probabl y
I.R. in diamond-sh a p ed stamp, a star surmount ing the two initi als.
1.

H

W

Pia Ie xxix.

P l1ri tan Spoon with fl at h a n dle and with ea rl y exa mple of rat-tail, 6in. lon g, with crown ed Tud or r ose
sta mped a t end 01 face of h a ndl e. Note th e m o re ova l form of bowl. Middle of XV II . Century .
2 . Eat-ta il Spoon with fl at an d sh aped h andl e; 7,[·in . lon g.
There a re two to uch es st a mped on b ac k
of ste m , one with d a 1'e 1677. 3 . A simil a r Spoon with " pied d e bi ch e" handl e. B y the sam e maker.
Touch d a t ed 1677 s t a mped in bowl. There a re a lso un certain m a rk s on b ac k oJ st em. 4. Rat-ta il
Spoon wit h " p ied de bi ch e " h andl e with h eads of ",,Til lia m a nd Ma r y . A touch stamped in bowl; m ay
b e the sam e maker as precedin g tw o sp ec imen s. Simil ar spoons in B rilish Museum and Bristol Museum .
5 . S imila r sh ape d Spoon , but with h ead of Q ueen Ann e, an d delicate orn a m ent a t joint of rat-ta il.
No touch. G. Rat-tail Spoon with shaped handl e . Ea rl y XV III. Century. The tou ch on bacl, of cnd
of hand le consists of lmotted Ol11a me l1t a nd initia ls in circle.
I.
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j"lale xxx

M1N IATU llE SALT.
Du g up in London.
H eight, l in.; base, Z l-l 6in .; top, z in.
Charl es 1.

Plate xxxi.

CR02VIWELLIAN SALT.
Belonging to A. B . Y eat es, E sq. Height, z;}in.

134

H

VJ

Vl

Ptate xx"'t<

177 0 .
H eig ht. lin . ; b ase. I i in.

GROUP OF SALTS.
Quecn Anne .
H Clght. I}i n.; base. 2in .

177 0 .
H eig ht. lin.; base. l i in .

j JIate !l:Xl.ili.

QUEEN
H e igh t,

)

'~ in.

ANNE

SALTS
H eig ht .

1 77 0 .

~ ln .

H

W
0'>

Plate xxxiv.

OCTAG ONAL

SALTS .

1 7 20 .

I-l eigh t ,

le ngth of base, 3~· i n . ;
width o f base, 21i n .

J ;< 111 ;

Len gth of depress ion, 2Mn. ;
width of d ep ression , J ~in ; d ep th of d epression, 'J in .

Plale xx.tv.
T I ~E"1\CJ-lEE

SALTS.
William and ]\[ct ry.

Cha rl es JI .
lleigllt, J l in .; base, .'l in .
diam cle r o f d epress ion , 21 in

H e ig ht, 2{in ; b:1sc, 3.\ln .

Cha rl es lJ
H eigh t, 15-16ths of a n in ch ;
diameter of d e pression . z in

Wi ll ia m a nd 1\1ary.
H e ight , 21in. ; base, 3i n .
diameter of deprcssion , 2i n

Q ll ee n A nn e
H e igh t, J ~· in .; base , 5:[ 111 .
diameter of depression 3 ~ill

Plal t'x.t'.n:i.

Charl es II.
H eight, I5-I 61 h s of an ineh ;
cl ia m e('e r of d ep ression . 2in .

Plate x::rxvii.

A

MASTER SALT.
Cha rles II.
Height, 2;}in.; diameter of base, 4'Fn . ; di a met er of top, 4:kin.;
di a mete r of dep ress ion, 2 ·~· in.
Belonging to C. B uc km ast er , Esq .

138

H

W

\0

Flate xx.Hiii .

c rwup OF CUP-SALTS
I 750-60 .
I-l eight, 'lin . ; dia me te r of base, _lin .
Hei ght, 3 ·~ in. ; diameter
Height, 3~ i n.; diamete r of base, ;l J[in.
of b ase, 4i n. ; di a meter of top , 4 in .
diameter of top, 3%i n .
dia m eter of top, 'fi in.

Plaie l::r;xix.

CROVI'vVELLlAN SL\NDING-SALT.
'vVith t hree s upe rImp osed a rms, t o h old a s mall napk in (whic h was probably wrapped round t he
ste m ), t o p rotect th e salt from t he a ir , d nst a nd in sects .
H eight , 2 9- Toin .; diam.eter of base , 7}i n ; diameter of top, 6:1 in. ; diamete r of d epr ession, 3±ill

H
.b.
H

1'1((16 :rl.

RESTORED (?) STANDING - SALT IN D ELFT .
(Origina ll y had t hree out')tandin g a rm s) .
H eight, 3}~ n. ; diam eter of base, 6:l-i n .; di a meter of top, 6~ in.
diamete r of depression, 3~ in.
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PIffle xli.

C HURCH

FL .-\ GON .

roRo- go.

Height,

9in .;

base, +'t in.

£j 1

''''.

Plllie xliv.

DOUBLE-HANDLE CHURCH FLAGON,
WITH SKIRT BASE.
XVIII Cen tury .
H eight, 14tin. ; base, 6&in.

H

..l:>.

' .1

PIli Ie xl'v.

CO :\I:\IUK IO N SERV I CE.
Late X \ 'III. Century .
S imi la r to t he pewter sc rvice at S. l\:. j\[ us~ um , f ro m Midhurs t Ch ur c h . lCe nl.
H eig ht, 131 in .; ba se, 6~, i n .
Height, 7in. base, 31in .
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Plale I"

ENGLlS H CH AL ICE AND COVER
A re pli ca of th e si lver c ha li ce a nd cove r at Sandwich, Ken t.
(15ro) .

H eight t o top of finia l,

7~in.;

I.'i6

diameter of base, .+};n .

Plate lui.

ELIZABETHAN

CH r\LICE

AND

COVEn.

PATEN

15 70 -7I.
H cight, 7}in. ; b ase, 3k-in. ; d ialll cte r of c np, 31in.

I57

Plale liv.

SCOTCH CHA LI CE AXD COVER PATEN.
E nd of XVI. Ce n t u ry . Edinu u rgh m a rle
I-l e ight, 8~ in. ; b as ~ , _f ~i n.; di a mete r of cup, 6iin.

15 8
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SEPULC HRAL

CHALICE

.-\ N D

PATE~.

1269 ·

Di scove red in the tomb of a n eccles iasti c.
J-Icigh t, 3Iin. ;

base, 2 '~· in. ; diamete r of
diameter of paten , -I-}in .

r60

CLI p, 3 '~in.;

t'tit

1 <) 1

•
H

0'
N

Plale lviii.

PEWTER COMMUNION SERVI CE .
Belonging t o t he Parish of Llang ua, Hereford. Its use has only o f la t e b ee n discont inu ed .
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SET

OF

SALVER

PATENS .

17 10-]0 .

Diameter , 6iin.

h eight, z ,i;in.

D ia meter, Si n. ; height, ziin.

Diameter, IOti n . ; height,

2~· i 11.

H

0Ul

PATEN
Charles II.
Width, 9g-in .

rim , r}i n. ; depth, t in.

PLATES.

Queen A nne.
Width, 8Ji n .

Charles II.
W idth , 9}ln . ; rim l .}1 n

cbpth, } in .

P ia Ie Lxii

ALMS-DI SH.
16 70 .
Dia met er, 12tin.; width of rim., 2}in .

166
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PllIle lxiv.

SMALL DISH.
E li zabethan.
Di a m eter, 8}in . ; lim, I j·in. ; d cp t ll of
d ep ression , * in.
Du g li p in vVa lbroo k.

P ATEN.
XV Ce nt ury .
Diameter, sin . ; rim , i in.; d e pth of
d epress ion , ~ i n .
Dug up in VVa lbrool;
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GROUP
Charles II.
H e ight, sin .; b ase, d in.

OF CANDLESTICKS
X I X. Century .
H eight, 9ti n .; b ase, 4tin.

Wi llia m a nd Ma ry.
H eight, 7in .; b ase, 5~ ill

txv

Plate Ixvii

Plate xvi.

ECCLESIASTICAL
Early XVII . Century.

17 1

CANDLESTICKS
X IX .

Century .
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SECULA R

DRINKI NG

CUP.

I 660-70 .
H eigh t, 3'~ i n.; base, 2Fn . ; diameter of
cup , 2~ in .

175

H
')

0\

T'lnle Ixx ii.

COVERED PORRINGER
Charles II.
eut-card orna me nt e ncircling b ase; p ierced c r own on cover.
1670-80.
H e ight. 7}in.; diameter of bow l. 6,\- in

BOOKS ON GARDENS,
GARDENING, SPORT,
ETC.

" .......,

./

,

~d COVNTRY~

LIFE
LIBRARY

.

'

GARDENS OLD AND NEW.
{The Country House and its Gaf'den Environment.} Edited by
H. AVRAY TIPPING, M.A ., F.S.A., the Illustrations being trom
Photographs taken by CHARLES LATHAM. Crown folio (15 in. by lOin.).
Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt edges. Vols . I., II . and III. now
ready.
£2 2s. Net each.
" These beautiful books owe their charm to the wonderful collection of
photographs of gardens and garden architecture which such a paper as
COUNTRY LIFE has had a unique opportunity of making.
The principle conveyed in the letterpress is that held by all great gardeners and architectsthat house and garden are, or should be, intimately associated, and that the
character of the possessors should be reflected in both. The accounts of lovely
garden after lovely garden are most agreeable reading . There is no country
in the world where man created sylvan beauty can be found comparable to
this in England, and as albums of charming pictures for the garden lovers
and a mine of elegant suggestion to the garden-maker, these volumes are
the best thing of their kind we have ever seen."- Da'ly Chronicle.

IN ENGLISH HOMES.
Edited by H. AVRAY TIPPING, M . A., FS.A. The internal cilaracter,
furniture, and adornments of some if tlte most notable lzouses of
England depicted fi'om photographs taken by CHARLES LATHAM .
Vots. I, II alld Ill. 1lOW ready.
Price £2 2S. N et each .
.. To turn over the pages of the volume is to obtain keen pleasure, as well
as enlightenment, concerning a treasury of domestic art and arch;eology, which
to a large extent is kept closed from the common eye ."-Scotsman .
.. A very dignified volume with an imm ense number of fine photographs
and historical and descriptive letterpress. "-Times .
.. Such a work as IN ENGLI S H HOMES comes as something of a revelation. "
-Morning Post.

SMALL COUNTRY HOUSES OF TO-DAY.
Edited by LAWRENCE WEAVER, F.S.A., HON. A .R.I.B.A. A book
for all who are interested in small cozmtry houses, whether as
architects, builders, or prospective owners. Fully illustmted by
photog1'aphs and plans.
Price I5s. Net .
.. Probably no man living is able to treat this particular branch of domestic
architecture with fuller knowledge and better taste than Mr. Weaver. "-Irish

Times.

THE HOUSE AND ITS EQUIPMENT.
Edited by LAWRENCE WEAVER, F.S .A., HON. A.R.I.B.A .
Unif01m witlz "Small Country Houses of To-day." It contains
jorty-three chapters by twenty-three expert Contributors on subjects
concerned with the practical and decorative amenities 0/ both House
and Garden. Very fully illustrated.
Price I5s. Net.

THE CENTURY BOOK OF GARDENING.
Edited by E . T. COOK . A comprehensive worle f01 every lover
of the garden. 624 pages, with about 600 Illustrations, many oj
them full-page 4to (12 in. by 8t in.). Art Canvas.
2IS. Net.
" No department of gardening is neglected, and the illustrations of famous
and beautiful gardens and of the many winsome achievements of the gardener 's
art are so n umerous and attractive as to make the veriest cockney yearn to turn
gardener. If TH E CENTURY BOOK OF GARDENING does not make all who see it
covet their neighbours' gardens through sheer despair of ever making for themselves such gardens as are there illustrated, it should, at any rate, inspire everyone
who desires to have a garden with an amb ition to make it as beautiful as he
can. "-Times.
Published at the Offices of COUNTRY LIFE, LTD. , 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden . W .C.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
By E. T. COOK.
With nead)'
diagrams in the text, and 90 full-page Illustrations from
plwtographs of selected specimens of Plants, Flowers, Trees, Shrubs,
Fruits, etc. New and Enlarged Edition.
I2S. 6d. lief .
(A Handbook to the Garden.)
100

.. One cannot speak in too high praise of the idea that led Mr. E. T . Cook
to compile this GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS, and of the completeness and succinctness with which the idea has been carried out. Nothing is omitted. . . . It
i ~ a book that will be welcomed with enthusiasm in the world of gardeDers.
. . . One only regrets that the book was not published years ago. "-lWorlli1lg

Post.

WALL AND WATER GARDENS.
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL. Containing iustructions and llints on tlze
cultivation o.f suitable plants on dry waLLs, rock walls, in streams,
marsh pools, lakes, ponds, tanks, and water margins. Witlt I33
lidl-page Illustrations. Large 8vo, I86 pages.
I2S. 6d. Net .
.. Hewho will consent to follow Miss Jekyl! aright wi ll find that under her
guidance the old walls, the stone steps, the rockeries, the ponds, or streamlets
of his garden will presently blossom with all kinds of flowers undreamed of, and
become marvels 01 varied foliage ."-Times.

COLOUR SCHEMES IN THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By GERTRUDE
Planting Plans.

JEKYLL.

With over

IOO

Illustrations and
I2S. 6d. Net .

.. Miss Jekyll is one of the most stimulating of those who write about what
may be called the pictorial sideof gardening. . . . She has spen t a lifetime in
learning how to grow and place flowers so as to make the most beautiful and
satisfying effects, and she has imparted the fruits of her experience in these
delightful pages . "-Daily Mail.

ROSES FOR ENGLISH GARDENS.
By GERTRUDE
IlLus traiz"ons.

JEKYLL

and E.

MAWLEY,

with

190
1 2S.

full-page
6d. Net .

.. A delightful proof of the increased devotion shown to rose-growing.
There is a happy combination of authorship, for no one can better suggest the
artistic value of garden roses old and new than Miss J eky ll, while the Secretary
of the Rose Society, Mr. Edward Mawley, is a rosarian who would satisfy Omar
I<bayyam. ' '-Manchester Com"if!1'.

TREES AND SHRUBS FOR ENGLISH GARDENS.
By E. T.

COOK.

I2S.

6d. Net .

"It contains a mass of instruction and illustration not always to be found

altogether when required, and as such it wi ll be very useful as a popular hand·
book for amateurs and others anxious to grow trees and sh rubs " -Field.

MY GARDEN.
By

I2S . 6d. Net.
EDEN PHILLPOTTS. 60Jull-page Illusi1'ations.
"It is a tboroughly practical book, addressed especiaJIy to those who, like

himself, have about an acre of flower garden , and are willing and competent to
help a gardener to make it as rich, as harmonious, and as enduring as possible.
His chapters on irises are particularl y geod. " - Wodd.
Published at the Offices of COUNTRY LI FE, LTD ., 20, T w istocl, Street, Covent Garden,

w.e.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
By GEORGE BUNYARD and
Size, IO! in. by 7t in .

OWEN THOMAS.

507 pages.
12s.6d.Net.

"Without any doubt the best book of the sort yet published. There is a
separate chapter for every kind of fruit, and each chapter is a book in itselfthere is, in fact, everything that anyone can need or wish for in order to succeed
in fruit growing. The book simply teems with illustrations, diagrams, and
outlines. "-Jo1t1l1al oj tlte Royal Hcrticuliural Society.

A GARDEN IN VENICE.
By F. EDEN. An account oj tlle author's beautiful garden on tlu
Island of the Guidecca at Venice. U7ith 21 Collotype and 50 other
Illustrations. Panlt-ment, limp.
lOs.6d. Net .
"Written with a brightness and an infectious enthusiasm that impart interest
even to technicalities, it is beautifully and rarely pictured, and its material
equipment is such as to delight the lover of beautiful books." - Glasgow Herald.

THE DISEASES OF TREES.
By

R.

PROFESSOR

HARTIG.

ROJ'at 8vo.

lOS .

6d. Net.

THE UNHEATED GREENHOUSE.
By

MRS.

K. L.

8s. 6d. Net.

DAVIDSON .

" An infinity of pleasure can be obtained from the due use of an unbeated

house built under proper conditions, and it is the function of Mrs. Davidson's
book to provide hints and directions how to build such a house, and how to
cultivate the plants that can be cultivated with advantage without artificial
heat." - Pall Mall Gazette.

LILIES FOR ENGLISH GARDENS.
U7ritten and compiled by

GERTRUDE JEKYLL.

8s. 6d. Net.

"LILIES FOR ENGLISH GARDENS is a volume in the COUNTRY LIFE Library,
and it is almost sufficiently high commendation to say that the book is worthy of
the journal. Miss Jekyll's aim has been to write and compile a book on Lilies
which shall tell amateurs, in the plainest and simplest possible way, how most
easily and successfully to grow the Li ly. "- Westmillstel' Gazette.

CHILDREN AND GARDENS.
By GER'l'RUDE JEKYLL. A garden book f01' cllild1'en, f1 'eatiuo
?lot only of their own little g'a1'dens and otller outdoor occupationf,
but also oj Ille many amusing and interesting things that OCCU1' in
and about tlte larger home ga1'den and near grounds. Th01'oughly
practical and full ojpictzwes.
6s. Net.
"Little bits of botany , quaint drawin gs of a ll kinds of things, pretty
pictures, reminiscences and amusements-why, it is a veritable' Swiss Famil y
Robinson' for the bairns, and we shall be surprised and disappointed if it is not
introduced into many hundreds of homes."-Liverpoot Post.
Published at the Offic es of

COU~ l' ''Y LI FE , L TD . •

20, T avistock S treel, Cove nt Garden , W .C.

FLOWER DECORATION IN THE HOUSE.
By

6s. Net.

GERTRUDE JEKYLL.

" . . . from the capable pen of Miss Gertrude Jekyll, one of the highest
authorities on the su bj ect , and one whose name a lone is sufficient to commend
the b ook to th e favo urable consideration of a ll. It may safely be said that this
is one of the best books. if not the very best book. upon floral decoration which
h as been published."-Dltndcc Courier.

ROCK AND WATER GARDENS
THEIR MAH.ING AND PLANTING.

Wdh Chapters on Wall and H eat/t Gardens.
F. H. MEYER. Edited by E. T. COO K.

By the la te
6s. N et.

" In this book the author has studied every detail of Nature's ways in order
to reproduce in the garden the charms of natural scenery. " -Standard.

THE ENGLISH VEGETABLE GARDEN.
B y various expel·is.

Cheap Edition, 5S. N et.

"The book is of a thoroughly practical nature, and covers the whole
ground from the trenching of the land to the gathering of the produce, and, aided
by sui table illustrations, the writers have succeeded in furnis hing a book which
will be of inestimable advantage to the enterprising p rivate or market gard ener
who would make the most of his resources. "-Field.

SEASIDE PLANTING OF TREES AND SHRUBS.
By ALFRED GAUT, F.R.H.S. An interesting and inst10uctive book
dealing with a phase of arboriculture ltitherto not touched upon . It
is profusely illustrated, and diagrams are g iven explaining certain
5s. N et.
details.
" Mr. Gaut has accomp lished a piece of very solid and extremely useful
work , and one that may not be without cons iderable influence upon the future
development of coast-side garden work and agriculture. "-Liverpool Comier.

CARNATIONS AND PINKS.
Edited by E. T.

3s. 6d. N et.

COOK.

"Those who add this volume to their lihrary of garden books will obtain
more information concerning the interesting family of garden and wil d pinks than
is to be found in the majority of books that have come under our notice. " -

Westminster Gazette.

SWEET

VIOLETS

AND

PANSIES .

AND VIOLETS FROM MOUNTAIN AND PLAIN.
TiVritten by several authorities, and edited by E. T . COOK. This
interesting subject has never been t1'eated in the same way as set jm'tlt
in tltis illusi1'ated book. The information is thoroughly practical.
3S. 6d. N et.
A dainty gift-book to gardening friends.
"Altogether excellent, and must be useful both to the grower of prize
flowers and to the amateur. "- Guardia1l.
Published at the Office of COU NTRY LI n:. LTD., 20, Tavi stock S treet, Covent Garden, W.C .

THE BOOK OF BRITISH FERNS.
By CRAS. T. DRUERY, F.L.S.,
Pteridological Society.

V.M.H .,

P resident 01 the British
3S. 6d. Net.

"The book is we ll and lucidly written and arr anged; it is altogether
beautifully got up . Mr. Druery has long been recognised as an a uthority on the
subject. "-St. James's Gazette.

GARDENING MADE EASY.
By E. T. COOK. An instructive and practical ga1'dening book
'200 pages and 23 lllustrations, all slwwing the way certain
ga1'den ope1'ations should be peifo1'med. Every phase ofgardening is
included. The beginner will find tltz's a most lzelpful guide in the
cultivation 0/ flowers, vegetables and fruits. I t is the A.B. C. oj
gardening.
Paper cover, IS. Net; cloth, IS. 6d. N et .
of

.. It contains a vast amount of informa tion in easily understood language
that will be most helpful to persons who love to look after th eir own garden. ' ' -

Scotsman.

ROSE GROWING MADE EASY.
By E. T. COOK.
A simple Rose Guide for amateurs, freely
illustrated with diagrams showing ways 0/ increasing, pruning
and protecting 1'OseS.
Paper cover, IS. Net; cloth, IS. 6d. Net .
.. . . . gives full and reliable information on everything connected with
the subject, and ought to be in the hands of every rose grower, be he an amateur
or an experienced gardener .' '- Abel'deelt Fl'ee Press.

THE COUNTRY LIFE LIBRARY OF SPORT.
Edited by

HORACE

G . HU'rCRINSON.

I2S.

6d. N et each Volume.

CRICKET.
With over 80 Illustrations taken fi'om the most interesting
of the old cricketing prints. One Volume.

FISHING.

With Coloured Plates 0/ Salmon and Trout Flies.
Full page Illustrations. Witlt various diagrams.
Volumes .

. SHOOTING.
The breeding, 1'earing and shootz'ng
and wild duck. In Two Volumes.

Over 250
In T wo

0/ pheasants, partridges,

BIG GAME SHOOTING.
With oVe?' 200 Illustrations Jrom photogmplts showing animals
in tlla r actual Ilabitat and natm'al environmml. In T wo
Volumes.

POLO PAST AND PRESENT.
The game is traced from its cradle in Persia, many centu1ies
back, up to the p resent time. Profusely illustrated. In One
Volume.
Publis hed at the Offices of CO UNT RY

Li fE , LTD . •

20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C .

ECONOMIES IN DAIRY FARMING.
An important Work on Dairying by
well-known judge and Expert).

(the
7S. 6d. Net .

ERNEST MATHEWS

.. The author of this book is so well known among farmers , especially those
interested in the selection and judg ing of cows, that his name and experience
alone will go far to ensure that his views receive the attention they deser ve. H e
has for many years past been judge in all the most important butter tests which
h ave been held at our princi pal agricultural shows. "-Jollrnal 0./ the Bath and
W est o f Engla.lld Society.

GOLF GREENS AND GREEN KEEPING.
BJI HORACE G . HUTCHINSON.

Cheap Edition, 5S. N et .

.. The practical worth of the volume is nearly equal to the combined worth
of all the books that have been written on the theory and practice of golf. "_ .
Yorkshil'c Post.

TOYS OF OTHER DAYS.
By MRS. NEVILL
Luxe, 2IS. Net .

JACKSON.

Cheap Edition, 5s. N d .

Edition de

.. A noble and enchanting volume, fu ll of research, and abounding in interest
to every lover of childhood and the youth of the world. " -Standard .

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR BEGINNERS.
This is an instructive and practical book, worded clearly but nonscientifically, for the tyro camera user.
P ap er cove?', IS. Net .. cloth, IS. 6d. Net.
a thoroughly practical and simply written manual, and is just
the book which the amateur need s to h elp him p leasantly over the m any
difficulties which constantly afflict him in tbe early stages of his hobby. " Glasgow H erald .

ENGLISH LEADWORK:
ITS

AR.T AND

HISTOR.Y.

By L AWREN CE WEAVER , F.S.A., HON. A.R.LB.A., with 441 Illustrations. The Renaissance of thef01mal garden with its lead statues
and vases and cisto ns makes this scholarly survey o.f the subject with
its wealth of illustration a welcome addition to the library of every
lover of the old English g arden . Large quarto, 25S. Net, post free.

HISTORY OF ENGLISH PLATE, ECCLESIASTICAL
AND SECULAR.
By C. J . JACKSON, F.S.A. 7hese sumptuous volu'mes, profusely
illustrated by 76 photogravure plates and 1 , 500 other Illustrations,
enshrine the researches of twenty-jive years. Mr. jackson, himself a
famous collector, has written wlzat cannot fail to be the final standard
work on a great subject. In Two Volumes, bound in half morocco .
£8 8 0 Net.
Published a t the Offices of CO lJ"TRY LIFE. LTD. , 20, Tavistock S treet. Covent G arden, W.C.

Small Country Houses

of To-day
Edited by LAWRENCE WEAVER

T

HIS handsome quarto volume, with its three

hundred illustrations, fills a distinctiv~
place, because not only is the picked
work of more than forty of the best architects
of the day shown by p lan and photograph, but
it is discussed in detail, frankly yet sympathetically. As the houses illustrated, nearly fifty in
all, vary from whitewashed week-end cottages,
costing }ess than £500, to dignified country
homes costing £5,000, all sorts of internal
arrangement and architectural and garden treatment are brought under reVIew.
Not least
important are the chapters which deal with
the right way to repair and add to old country
cottages and farmhouses. It is not loaded with
technical information, which serves only to clog
the laymen's interest, but is written in a clear
and lively fashion, and treats the whole subject
of house building in a large spirit. To all of
moderate means who contemplate building or
altering a country house it will be of the utmost
value.

15/- net

Published at the Offices of COU NTRY LIFE, LTD., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C ,

ERRATUM

IT

should have been noted under the illustratio ns
of the Spoon s reproduced ll1 Plates X X VI. to
XXIX. that these examples are the property of
A. B. YEATE S, E sq.

